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Abstract 

Rainwater harvesting (RWH) as an alternative means of providing water in domestic contexts, is viewed as an effective 
supply option worldwide. In Mexico City, the water situation is critical and the provision of water services to the 
population represents a formidable challenge for the city’s water utilities. The main objective of this study is to evaluate 
the potential for RWH to supply domestic properties in Tlalpan, 1 of 16 delegations in the city with one of the highest 
percentages of homes unconnected to the distribution network. Results show RWH can meet 88% of household water 
demand during the 6 month wet season, with an annual saving of 55%. Modelling a World Health Organisation 
minimum demand of 20 l/p/d as a means of resilience management in the event of a water crisis, 6-month and annual 
savings were 99% and 80% respectively. The minimum tank size to achieve wet season savings of 90% was 6 m3 in two 
precipitation bands and tank sizes of 13,000 – 17,000 L were sufficient in 3 out of 4 to prevent overspill. The report 
concludes RWH is a viable method of providing water in the south of the city and should be part of an integrated water 
management solution. 

Keywords: Isla Urbana; Mexico City; Pipas; Rainwater Harvesting; Water Crisis; Water Supply. 

 

1. Introduction 

The issue of water scarcity is a significant and increasing threat to the environment, human health, development, 
energy security and the global food supply. Growing populations with increased wealth and consumptive behaviour, 
combined with current water management policies, will see the demand for water rise exponentially, while supply 
becomes more erratic and uncertain [1].  

In Mexico, a country of 125 million people [2], the population quadrupled during the period 1950 to 2010. The 
migration was from mostly rural to predominantly urban areas with now more than 75% of the population living in 
urban zones, while the availability of water in the country during this time has been significantly reduced [3]. 

Mexico City suffers from multiple and inter-related problems regarding the quality and availability of its water 
supply, which so far the Government has failed in addressing adequately [4, 5]. It is the capital of the country and also 
one of the most vulnerable areas to water scarcity. Currently the water situation is critical, with projections to 2030 
indicating that the availability of water per capita in the Valley of Mexico (where the city is located) is only going to 
get much worse, necessitating the search for additional, sustainable sources to help redress the problem now [6].  

In addition to water scarcity; land subsidence as a result of aquifer overexploitation, inefficient water use, concerns 
about the reuse of wastewater in agriculture, low share of wastewater treatment, child mortality linked to gastroenteric 
diseases and limited cost recovery, are all problems which seriously affect the city [7]. As a result of the ageing 
infrastructure and land subsidence, the thousands of kilometers of primary and secondary pipes in the supply system 
                                                        
* Corresponding author: niall_nolan99@hotmail.com 
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leak almost 40% of the water they are tasked with distributing [7]. Government initiatives thus far been unable to keep 
up with repairing these leaks, which results in more water being pumped to meet the demand and further exacerbating 
the unsustainable feedback loop. Water policies have favoured large-scale infrastructure projects such as the Lerma-
Cutzamala system, responsible for supplying the metropolitan area with approximately 31.4% of its water [8]. These 
solutions are incredibly energy intensive, equivalent to the entire energy demands of the nearby city of Puebla, as the 
water must be pumped 1000 m vertically over mountains before reaching the population of the metropolitan area [7]. 

Somewhat counter-intuitively, while Mexico City’s residents lack access to water, the urban area also receives a 
significant amount of precipitation during the well-defined rainy season, from late May through to early October [9]. A 
United Nations Environment Programme [10] report advocated for the inclusion of rainwater harvesting as an 
important resource in water management policies and one that can reduce negative impacts on water-stressed basins. 
Studies globally have shown RWH is an effective means of augmenting existing supply capabilities and can produce 
significant water savings in various contexts all over the world [11-13].  

In the Valley of Mexico, frustratingly from a RWH perspective, the rain that falls in the urban area is currently not 
valued or utilised to such an extent that it currently expels more rain water from the basin than it manages to recharge 
in the main aquifers [14]. The geography of the city, located on the flat bed of what was once a series of lakes, has no 
natural drainage outlet meaning that the rainwater does not flow into streams or rivers to replace surface and ground 
water sources. Only 10% [15] is estimated to find its way back to the aquifer while the remainder is collected in the 
drains, mixed with sewage and pumped straight out of the valley.  

A unique feature of Mexico City compared to other global contexts where RWH has been adopted is that most of 
the residents already have an existing cistern or form of water tank at their property due to the year-round intermittent 
supply [16]. As this is generally the most expensive component of a RWH system, connecting this through an effective 
conveyance and filtering system could be an achievable solution. In light of the confirmed need to find additional 
water sources to supply the city, RWH should be a part of an integrated solution to the water crisis which is given 
serious consideration [4, 5]. 

1.1. Study Area 

One of the delegations with the lowest connectivity to the network is Tlalpan located in the south of the city. Large 
parts of the delegation are peri-urban and contain many informal settlement areas where connection to centralised 
water distribution infrastructure is difficult.  It has an estimated population of 646,715 and of the 175,983 private 
dwellings, 27.5% do not have access to piped water from the network inside their homes [17]. These communities 
must rely almost solely on water delivery trucks, colloquially known as pipas, for their supply. These pipas can either 
be a public or private service and the price range can vary greatly depending on government subsidy rate and the type 
and quality of vendor. Reliability and speed of service can also vary, with some households having to request another 
pipas delivery almost immediately after they have received one due to the slow turnaround time between request and 
delivery [18]. Safety is also a great concern as in the under-developed areas of the delegation; road quality is poor with 
surfaces and sizes insufficient for large and heavy vehicles trying to navigate to their delivery point. To date, publically 
available information on the pipas program is scarce or non-existent and no serious attempts have been made to 
evaluate how rainwater harvesting could help mitigate against reliance on these during the rainy season in Mexico 
City. 

1.2. Objective 

The main objective of this study then is to determine the amount of rainwater available throughout Tlalpan and 
subsequently the potential for RWH to meet potable water demand and mitigate against pipas reliance in the area. In 
addition, as cisterns are the most expensive component of a RWH system, the study will estimate the smallest tank size 
which will still provide 90% demand satisfaction during the rainy season. A method of estimating the tank size 
required to prevent any overspill during the rainy season is also presented.   

For these objectives, the study will use systems designed and installed by Isla Urbana, a social enterprise based in 
Mexico City who has carried out a significant number of installations of RWH systems, particularly in the south of the 
city. Figure 1. shows a typical system as designed by Isla Urbana. 
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Figure 1. Typical RWH system as designed by Isla Urbana. The components as installed by Isla Urbana system are 
numbered 1-6 and the more general components labelled. Source:  Author's compilation based on existing Isla Urbana 

graphic design 

2. Method 
To model the potential for RWH in Tlalpan where Isla Urbana has installed a number of systems, a survey of 1186 

properties was carried out at the time of installation. The data was later analysed to ascertain information relating to 
catchment surface, number of occupants per household and tank size. The data was filtered to remove incomplete 
entries or properties that were non-domestic, leaving a sample size of 1034 properties. A further survey of 10 
properties was carried out at a later date in Tlalpan to ascertain a figure for average potable water demand per person 
per day. 

The properties, within their colonias (neighbourhoods), were approximately divided into four precipitation bands 
relating to their location and proximity to the four weather stations based on data mapped in Google Maps. From here, 
the data was filtered to obtain averages for the different inputs for each precipitation band: rainfall data; catchment 
surface; runoff and filter coefficient; average household occupancy and tank size.   

To model the system performance and to determine the ideal rainwater tank capacity, a computer model developed 
by Ghisi, Tres & Kotani [19] called Netuno was used. This tool has previously been applied in the south-east of Brazil 
to estimate the potential for water savings using RWH. Information about its validation can be found in Rocha [20]. 
The model takes into account daily rainfall data, catchment surface, household water demand, number of people per 
dwelling, coefficient for losses and tank size. 

2.1. Rainfall Data 

Daily rainfall data was obtained from the National Water Commission (CONAGUA), across four weather stations 
in Tlalpan: Calvario 61; Al Pedregal; Ajusco and El Guarda. Figure 2. shows the different precipitation bands within 
Mexico City and the approximate location of the weather stations within Tlalpan. Figure 3. shows a satellite view of 
Tlalpan, with the urban and peri-urban areas visible. The daily rainfall data ranged from 1961-2008 but did not cover 
the same period for all stations and some records were missing, meaning consecutive daily data was not possible for all 
of this period. To include change in precipitation due to climate change, it was decided to only include the most recent 
20 years (El Guarda, 15 years) where full daily rainfall data was available. 
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2.2. Catchment Surface 

Values were obtained for average catchment surfaces across the properties within the different precipitation bands. 
It is important to note that the initial survey of 1034 properties only included the catchment surface where the RWH 
system was installed and not the total roof area available to the property. The modelled results therefore could 
underestimate the potential for water savings which a property could achieve. 

2.3. Average Number of People per Dwelling 

The modal number of people per dwelling was calculated for each precipitation band from the properties surveyed. 

2.4. Coefficient for Losses 

The coefficient for losses takes into account water losses between the roof and cistern, including evaporation and 
first flush. In the literature, values for roof runoff coefficients used in modelling typically range from 0.7-0.95 [21] In a 
study carried out by KANRRC [22] it was suggested that roof absorption losses dominated for rainfall events less than 
3 mm, resulting in a low runoff coefficient. Roof material was therefore included in the survey and any day with less 
than 3 mm rainfall was taken as a zero precipitation day. 

2.5. Tank Size 

From the survey in Tlalpan, the median tank sizes (lower tank) across the precipitation bands were calculated to 
model current average hydraulic performance. No data was available on the size of the roof tanks and so these were 
not included in the model. 

2.6. Water Availability 

The total volume of rainwater V available for capture in each precipitation band was estimated using Equation 1. 
where: R equals monthly rainfall amount; an average roof size and    runoff coefficient.  

𝑉 =  × 𝐴 ×    (1) 

2.7. Water Demand 

This study assumes a single value for water demand for daily time-steps, as applied by a number of similar studies 
[12, 23]. In addition, the study assumed that water from the cistern was only used for internal purposes. Rainwater 
demand was modelled as 100% of potable water demand, i.e. it is used for all internal purposes. It should also be noted 

Figure 2. Precipitation bands of the 
Federal District with the sixteen 

delegations labelled.  
(Tlalpan is in the south of the city, with four 
different precipitation bands visible. Source: 
Author's compilation based on existing Isla 

Urbana graphic design) 

Figure 3. Satellite image of Tlalpan 
delegation in the south of the city.  

(The Al Pedregal precipitation band in the north is the 
most urbanised zone, generally with better connection 
to grid water. As we move further south to the Ajusco 

and El Guarda precipitation bands, the numbers of 
properties connected to the grid is reduced. Properties 

in these bands rely most on water from the pipas 
trucks. Source: Map of colonies of the Delegation) 
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again that this investigation for potable water savings is primarily for houses which are unconnected to the main water 
network or have extremely intermittent supply (1-2 days a week) and rely largely on pipas. They therefore are 
extremely conscientious and efficient water users (using informal greywater systems to flush toilets etc.) and so 
demand is typically lower than for properties in other parts of the city where water availability is much greater. 
Tortajada [7] refers to 20 litres per capita per day as being typical in some of the poorer areas of Mexico City, and 
which the World Health Organisation (WHO) quotes as a minimum to meet a person’s basic cooking and hygiene 
needs. 

This was taken into consideration before carrying out a water demand survey of 10 properties within the Ajusco and 
Al Pedgreal precipitation bands, which represent peri-urban and urban areas respectively. Participants were asked three 
different questions relating to their demand: 1. How long it took them to use all the water in their cistern? 2. How 
frequently they had to request a pipas delivery? 3. How often they used their pump to supply their roof tank per week? 
In this way, it is possible to obtain three values for water demand which participants estimate they use and from this, 
take an average to obtain one more reliable figure for the water demand. The figure could then be divided by the 
number of people living at the property to discern a figure for the daily amount of litres used per person (l/p/d). 
Participants were also asked if they used the water for any external uses, to test the assumption that water is solely for 
internal end-uses. 

2.8. Ideal Tank Size 

As Mexico City has a rainy season approximately 6 months in length, it was deemed most pertinent to calculate the 
smallest possible tank size which will still give a demand satisfaction of 90% over the 6 months June to November. In 
this way performance can be balanced with cost, as cisterns are generally the most expensive component of the system. 

3. Results 

3.1. Rainfall Data 

Figure 4. shows that across the four weather stations there is a large amount of rainfall available, ranging from 870 
mm per year in Calvario 61 to 1484 mm per year in El Guarda. This represents a 52% difference within the delegation, 
justifying the need to divide the delegation into precipitation bands. 

 

 
Figure 4. Monthly rainfall of the four weather stations in Tlalpan 

A summary of the different inputs within the four different precipitation bands is summarised in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Summary of hydraulic details 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a Based on the properties surveyed, concrete slabs are the most common roof material in Tlalpan, which has a high 
runoff coefficient compared to other roof materials. A value therefore of 0.80 and 0.90 was chosen to account for roof 
and first-flush losses and filter losses respectively 

3.2. Water Availability 

Table 2. shows the monthly volume of rainwater that is available for each household to harvest based on the 
methodology already described and hydraulic details in Table 1.  

Table 2. Average volume of rainwater that is available to harvest in each precipitation band 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3. Potable Water Demand 

Based on the 10 properties surveyed, water demand ranged from 22 l/p/d to 60 l/p/d with an average of 41 l/p/d, and 
no significant variation across the precipitation bands. In addition, all of the participants said the water was for internal 
end-uses only. It should be noted here the distinction between the total daily water demand and what is actually drawn 
from the cistern (which should be less). As explained previously, occupants in these underserved areas typically use 
informal greywater systems such as water collected from the shower to wash clothes, with this collected again and 
used to flush toilets. In this way, occupants may be using more than the figures listed above (as they recycle the water), 
but what they actually draw from the cistern ranges between 22 – 60 l/p/d. In this context, system performance was 
modelled across the bands for potable water demands 41 and 60 l/p/d representing expected and high daily 
consumption amounts respectively. In addition, a demand of 20 l/p/d was modelled representing the low demand as 
surveyed and in accordance with the WHO minimum amount to meet basic cooking and hygiene needs. This was 
modelled to see the potential for RWH in times of severe water crisis as part of a possible resilience management 
strategy in the city.  

3.4. Potential for Potable Water Savings 

An estimate for potential for potable water savings was estimated by comparing the monthly volume of rainwater 
that could be harvested with the different potable water demands in each of the precipitation bands. Figures 5 and 6. 
show the potential for potable water savings for 41 l/p/d and 60 l/p/d demand. The average annual volumetric savings 
for 41 l/p/d demand was 55%, with a range 45% to 66% in Calvario 61 and El Guarda respectively. Significantly 
though, during the six wet months June to November, average savings of 88% could be observed across the four 
precipitation bands for this demand. This indicates that under current conditions, RWH can effectively supply a 

Weather 
station 

Sample 
size 

Rainfall 
(mm/yr) 

Catchment 
surface (m2) 

No. of people 
per household 

Tank size 
(m3) 

Runoff & filter 
coefficienta 

Calvario 61 333 870 60 5 10 0.72 

Al Pedregal 416 1021 60 5 8 0.72 

Ajusco 272 1139 55 4 10 0.72 

El Guarda 13 1484 70 5 12 0.72 

Month 
Calvario 61 Al Pedregal Ajusco El Guarda 

Rainfall 
(mm/month) 

Volume 
(L) 

Rainfall 
(mm/month) 

Volume 
(L) 

Rainfall 
(mm/month) 

Volume 
(L) 

Rainfall 
(mm/month) 

Volume 
(L) 

Jan 5 217 5 222 15 640 20 1022 

Feb 4 188 7 285 13 553 10 514 

Mar 10 427 13 553 13 549 32 1637 

Apr 24 1043 25 1056 43 1838 59 2960 

May 67 2907 75 3222 94 4074 93 4707 

Jun 149 6452 182 7870 201 8695 230 11586 

Jul 186 8020 233 10057 225 9698 312 15705 

Aug 172 7415 206 8882 230 9926 306 15416 

Sep 153 6599 190 8200 205 8847 279 14070 

Oct 82 3551 73 3155 81 3479 118 5967 

Nov 13 573 11 455 11 460 20 998 

Dec 5 193 4 157 10 435 4 207 

Total 870 37586 1021 44115 1139 49196 1484 74788 
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household their entire water needs for the whole wet season. When the demand was increased to 60 l/p/d, the annual 
and 6-month average potential savings fall to 43% and 73% respectively across the regions.  

 

 
Figure 5. Potential potable water savings 41 l/c/d 

 
Figure 6. Potential potable water savings 60 l/c/d 

3.5. Potential for Potable Water Savings Including Overspill  

During the wet months, the results showed significant overspill at these demands. Figures 7 and 8. show the results 
for water savings including the overspill. During the months June to November, El Guarda, Ajusco and Al Pedregal 
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spilled on average approximately 42% of the water they could have potentially captured at 41 l/p/d demand. During the 
three wettest months of the year (Jul – Sep), potential for water savings including overspill ranged from 241% in El 
Guarda to 108% in Calvario 61, with an average of 186% across El Guarda, Ajusco and Al Pedregal.  During these wet 
months therefore, properties in these bands could increase their consumption in line with the water which is available 
to them.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Water savings including overspill 41 l/c/d 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. Water savings including overspill 60 l/c/d 
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3.6. Resilience Management  

Figure 9. shows the results for a demand of 20 l/p/d and Figure 10. the water savings including overspill. The          
6-month average potential for water savings across all bands was 99%. Significantly for this demand, annual averages 
ranged from 72% in Calvario 61 to 89% in El Guarda, with an average of 80% across all bands, meaning households 
can almost go an entire year solely on rainwater at this demand with existing average tank sizes and catchment 
surfaces.  

As Figure 10. shows, at this demand households will be spilling a significant amount during the wet months and so 
it would not be necessary to manage consumption to such a low level for the entire year.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Potential potable water savings 20 l/c/d 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. Water savings including overspill 20 l/c/d 
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3.7. Rainwater Tank Size 

Ideal rainwater tank capacities to maximise performance were determined for households in the different 
precipitation bands, across the expected demand of 41 l/p/d using the computer simulation Netuno. Tank sizes were 
modelled between 5 m3-15 m3 representing the smallest tank size Isla Urbana install (if there is not an existing one) 
and the maximum commercially available size from a leading supplier. Figure 11. shows the 6-month average potential 
potable water savings for the expected demand of 41 l/p/d, across the precipitation bands with the 90% satisfaction line 
displayed. As can be observed, for the bands Ajusco and El Guarda, 6-month average savings of 90% with a tank size 
of 6 m3 can be achieved. This is entirely achievable when we consider that this tank size is lower than the existing 
average cistern size in households as obtained in Table 1.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11. 6-Month average potential potable water savings with varying tank sizes 

Given the significant amount of overspill observed in the results, it was deemed salient to investigate the tank size 
which would be sufficiently large to prevent any overspill so that all water could be (in theory) captured during the 
rainy season. As demand is a factor in overspill, the calculation assumes households will increase their demand to the 
higher limit of 60 l/p/d during the rainy season. From this, the tank sizes were increased in intervals of 1,000 L 
beginning from a 10,000 L tank (Figure 12.), until no overspill was observed as a function of captured rainwater. Due 
to the significant rainfall in the El Guarda band, a tank size of 20,000 L was still not sufficient to prevent any overspill 
at this demand. Tank sizes of 13,000-17,000 litres in the other bands were sufficient to prevent any overspill and 
wastage of water. 
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Figure 12. Tank sizes to prevent overspill 

3.8. Potential for Rainwater Harvesting to Mitigate Reliance on Pipas 

Assuming it is possible to install a RWH system in the 27.5% of homes in Tlalpan with no piped water inside their 
homes, it was estimated how many litres of water could be harvested and how many pipas trucks this would keep off 
the road in the entire delegation over a ten year analysis period. No data was available on the percentage of homes in 
each precipitation band with no access to piped water, so an average of the different inputs (Table 3) across the 
precipitation bands was deemed appropriate to model the whole delegation. When the figures were tested through the 
model, annual potable water savings of 55% and 6-month savings of 90% could be observed, with the total annual 
volume of water harvested 41m3. Taking 27.5% of the 175,983 domestic homes in Tlalpan with no access to piped 
water inside of their homes, leaves 48,395 unconnected households. If each of these had an average RWH system as 
above, they could collectively harvest 1,979,300 m3 (1m3 = 1000 L) of water annually, with ten years savings of 
19,793,000 m3. The average number of people per household is 5 as above, meaning RWH systems could benefit 
almost a quarter of a million people if they were installed.  In terms of savings in pipas journeys, taking the average 
delivery amount as one tank full i.e. 10 m3 as above, over a ten year period, almost 2 million pipas could be kept off 
the road. This is a hugely significant figure from just one delegation when the issues of pollution, greenhouse 
emissions relating to pollution and road safety which affect the city are considered. 

Table 3. Average of the hydraulic details across the precipitation bands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3.9. Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis was carried out to ascertain the effect of the four key variables on the annual yield in each 
precipitation band. As the distribution of the data was known, low and high values were taken as a standard deviation 
either side of the mean or median values (depending on the measure of central tendency used). The base case annual 
yield was estimated using the average values already obtained from Table 1. in each precipitation band. Each variable 
was then individually set to the corresponding high and low estimates to develop the ‘tornado chart’ (Figure 13).  The 
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sensitivity of the results to changes in each variable could then be individually identified. Each band showed different 
sensitivity to the various variables.  Roof area and number of occupants were two characteristics in each band which 
showed large variation in yield when the values were adjusted from low to high around the base case (all other 
variables were held constant). In the worst performing areas (Al Pedregal and Calvario 61), an increase in roof size of 
18 m2 and 20 m2 could increase the yield by 28% and 48% respectively. Given that the original survey included only 
connected roof area and not total roof area, it is possible households in these bands could potentially avail of these 
extra potential water savings if all the roof was connected.   

3.10. Discussion 

3.10.1. Current RWH Policies in Mexico City 

 Currently, the Mexico City water authority SACMEX, has not invested in any large-scale rainwater harvesting 
programme, either for domestic rooftop harvesting or aquifer recharge. This is despite the Water Law of 2003 which 
calls for rainwater harvesting to be installed in new buildings and encourages its implementation in existing 
constructions [24]. Rainwater was also included in the Law for Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation of 2012 but 
has yet to materialise into a structured RWH implementation plan. Existing literature and accepted opinion on the 
water situation in Mexico City has acknowledged the fact that the “availability of water has already reached its 
maximum viable point in spite of all technological innovations and large infrastructure development” [4]. One of the 
most common disadvantages cited globally against RWH is the significant space requirement for the storage tank [25]. 
However, in Mexico City where the majority of the population already own a cistern, this is less of an issue and 
presents the city with a unique, currently unexploited opportunity.  

3.10.2. Comparison of RWH Policies throughout the World 

In Brazil, the government has launched several rainwater harvesting programs for small-scale and domestic 
agriculture. Around 700, 000 cisterns have been built for this purpose in semi-arid regions of the country [26]. A study 
by Ghisi et al. [12] in south-eastern Brazil, found RWH to be a potentially very significant source of water to meet the 
demand. In Australia, rainwater harvesting is commonplace with many state governments making them mandatory in 
new housing developments [11, 27].  In Germany, local governments in many towns award grants and subsidies for 
construction of rainwater tanks and seepage wells [28]. In countries with less water availability such as Spain, RWH is 
being looked at as an option although uptake so far has been slow. Morales-Pinzón et al. [29] found RWH to be 
undervalued in Cataluña, Spain where systems have only been installed in low density areas and in individual houses. 
In Singapore, RWH schemes have included high-rise buildings, airports, and integrated systems using the combined 
run-off from industrial complexes, aquaculture farms and educational institutions [28]. In India, rooftop rainwater 
harvesting systems are now compulsory for new buildings in 18 of India’s 28 states and four of its seven federally-
administered union territories [30].  

3.10.3. Opportunities for Future Study 

The ideas and methods presented in this study can be used in similar contexts throughout the Mexico City 
metropolitan area and further studies may look to carry out a larger survey of water demand, breaking it down at a 
Delegational level as currently figures range from 20-600 L [7] which make it difficult to scale-up and estimate the 
potential to supply demand across the city. The authors also recommend additional studies into the potential for RWH 
to offset aquifer overexploitation if implemented on a much larger scale, in both domestic and commercial contexts. 
There also exists fertile ground for research into the potential for RWH to delay the construction of further large-scale 
infrastructure projects (extending the Cutzamala system for example) and for its ability to mitigate against flooding in 
high-risk areas. 
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4. Conclusion 
The availability of water for households in some areas of Mexico City is severely limited, with families 

unconnected to the network having to rely on pipas for delivery. In Tlalpan, where there is a high percentage of people 
not connected to the network, the potential for potable water savings by using rainwater was assessed across different 
precipitation bands. Results of the research performed indicate there is a large amount of annual rainfall available in 
the delegation, ranging from 870-1484 mm, with significant variation in amount across areas. The average 6-month 
saving for the expected and above average demands of 41 and 60 l/p/d across the bands was 81%. The annual saving 
across the bands and demands was 49%. The overspill graphs showed that demand could be increased during the 
wetter months. A tank size of 6 m3 could still provide 90% of potable water to families in two of the bands during the 
wet months. The report also found that large-scale implementation of RWH could positively impact a large number of 
people in Tlalpan and dramatically reduce the need for pipas, resulting in much fewer journeys made per year, helping 
with traffic, safety and pollution issues in the city. 
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Abstract 

One of the newest steel beam-column joints to replace conventional welded connections, post-tensioned connection steel 
is with the upper and lower angles. In this connection are high-strength steel strands that parallel beam web and angles 
between beams and column. Actually high resistance strands and upper and lower angles respectively are provider 
centralization properties and energy dissipation capacity of the connection. The benefits of post-tensioned steel can be 
used in connection with the centralization and lack of relative displacement (drift) persistent, stay elastic core 
components such as connecting beams, columns and fountains connection, appropriate initial stiffness and joint 
manufacture with materials and traditional skills. . In this study, numerical modelling in Abaqus software, the results of 
the analysis were compared with the results of laboratory samples and the results showed that the two together are a 
perfect match. After validation, parameters influential centrist connection then pulled the thick angles in three numerical 
models were evaluated.  The results show that by increasing the thickness of the angles, increase energy dissipation 
capacity and ductility connection and the β₁ value does not experience tangible changes with changes in angle thickness. 

Keywords: Post-Tensioned Connection; Centralized Bending-Resistant Frame; Sensitivity Analysis. 

 

1. Introduction 
Since the 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe earthquake, many efforts to improve seismic design, strength and 

performance steel building was carried out. When the earthquake affected buildings are large and powerful forces that 
are building these forces would enter the field of non-linear behaviour in the area of nonlinear behaviour. Today, the 
new framework is expected moment frames with non-elastic deformation large pile of Weston to withstand major 
earthquakes. Non-elastic deformations in structures oriented center of attention remains Drift are in connection with 
the opening of the beam can be removed Weston so it seems structures oriented center can be no harm in main 
structural members after earthquake is restored the initial position. Unlike conventional steel frame structural members 
based on ductility materials, behaviour-oriented center ductility with high strength is based on the behaviour of post-
tensioned strands with bars. In general these strands and connectivity junctions foot of the column is in Weston 
Mercury application of steel structures for the construction. In this connection property to maintain its centralization 
post-tensioned strands and main components must remain elastically connection. 

Another form of post-tensioned connections by Christopoulos et al. [3] was examined experimental and numerical 
analysis. This circuit consists of high-strength steel bars and rods enclosed for energy dissipation by submission in 
tension and compression, respectively. The results showed that the relative movement of the top floor, the frame has 
this connection to its original position without causing damage to the beams and columns, returns. Once again 
Christopoulos et al. [4] it has drawn seismic behaviour of connections after centralization with hysteretic behaviour 
flag shape compared with conventional seismic behaviour of welded joints. This comparison was made only for a 
single degree of freedom. For this study were used 20 record earthquakes and in the end it was observed that hysteretic 
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response hysteretic elastic flag shaped like an even better response is achieved. 
 Garlock and colleagues [5] of the angles of the upper and lower fittings published in the lab under cyclic loading. 

The aim of the present study, the size and spacing of the holes on the corners to heel stiffness, strength and energy 
dissipation capacity of the connection. The results showed that corners even after the surrender, their efficiency are 
preserved. Also, much of the energy dissipation mechanism connecting the corners of performance and surrendered 
linked. Garlock et al [6] 6 examples of rigid beam to column connections under cyclic loading post-tensioned steel 
with 4% drift to simulate the effects of the earthquake. 

 In this connection the upper and lower corners bolted to beams and columns and also are used resister strands 
parallel to web beam. Bending moment resistant strands for service loads, high beam to column flange pressure the 
day. The parameters in this study were strengthened that consists of the initial strain, the number of post-tensioned 
strands and the sheets. The results showed that the binding post-tensioned steel has good ductility and energy 
dissipation capacity and are also subject to drift beam and column 4% remain elastic and will not have any harm. Only 
members of the upper and lower angles were damaged, causing energy dissipation as well. Garlock [7] a series of 
studies on the cyclic behaviour of a limited number of components of the proposed post-tensioned connections Ricles 
[1], carried out. They laboratory sample results with the results of the numerical model and found that the results were 
compared and validated numerical models corresponded with the results of laboratory samples. 

Rojas et al [18] studied a PT connection for a steel moment resisting frame with post-tensioned friction damped 
connections (PFDC) to increase the energy dissipation capacity. The results represented that the response of a PT 
frame exceeds that of a frame with a rigid connection and also good strength, ductility and energy dissipation 
observed. Wolski et al. [19] performed an experimental study on connections with top and seat angles combined with 
post-tensioned strands which indicated that such post-tensioning concentrates inelastic deformation on angles. They 
concluded that the combination of post-tensioned strands and energy dissipating devices results in self-centering 
behaviour by eliminating residual drifts of system. Hadianfard et al. [20] made numerical studies on the effects of 
angle geometry on a PT connection behaviour. The results showed that the energy dissipation capacity and post-
yielding stiffness of a PT connection increase by increasing the angle thickness or decreasing the angle gage length. 

Shiravand [9] the development of centralized post-tensioned connections, stiffeners to the upper and lower corners 
for improved energy dissipation capacity of the connection, were added. They are using numerical analysis, a series of 
theory to predict the behaviour of post-tensioned connections with the upper and lower corners reinforced with 
stiffeners have suggested. Finally, by adding hardware to connect the corners of increased resistance against high drift 
(4%). This paper is to model the experimental sample and then to validate the results of the numerical simulation of 
the laboratory samples deals. Then, the numerical modelling of principal and interest, explains. Number 3 is 
investigated numerically. The characteristics of the three models are post-tensioned connection with three thick steel 
angles (17.5, 22 and 25.5 mm). 

2. Numerical Simulation 
Sample name is 36S-20-P. Sample is consist of the two beams and a column crosswise, high-strength strand, beam 

flange reinforcement sheets, plates and sheets continuity forehead. Sample 36S-20-P simulated in Abaqus finite 
element software [10]. This section summarizes the modelling centralized connection point is then drawn. 

All the models in this paper have been made in SIMULIA Abaqus FEA software. Figure 1. shows the three-
dimensional solid model springs mode. Because of the complexity of the model and the massive computing, 
assumptions have been considered in order to solve these problems. Due to the symmetrical shape of sections and 
connecting components such as beams, columns, plates and sheets of strengthening the beams, the conditions and 
numerical simulation is used in the symmetry properties, in other words, half the beam-column connection is made in 
the application [7, 11]. 

 

 
Figure 1. The placement of components in the springs’ area 
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2.1. Specification Materials 
Steel material properties connectivity components are given in Table 1. The values of tensile testing in the 

laboratory components are calculated in accordance with ASTM standard [12]. All of the components except the 
angles in the analysis are just a stretch, but for material properties angles are loaded on a cross. Materials have been 
tested twice and values of yield stress and ultimate been achieved of average tensions. For all materials is considered 
the behaviour of stress - strain that approximated as bilinear (Isotropic). For bilinear stress-strain curve definition is 
need to yield and ultimate stress and strain failure. Also, Young modulus, and thermal expansion coefficient strands 
and respectively is 199 GPA, 12e-6, 266 KN is considered of  according to the force-displacement curve of strand 
85% yield stress and tensile stress [13]. 

Table 1. Profile of steel materials [7] 
Components Yield Stress Ultimate Stress 

Beam Flange 362 498 

Beam Web 414 527 

Reinforce Plate 397 574 

Column Flange 356 499 

Column Web 345 496 

Angle 383 545 

Strand 1620 1900 

2.2. Meshing 
 main components of connection such as beams, columns, plates, sheets strengthened, screws and sheet forehead of 

elements volumetric 3D solid 8 node with integral dropped (C3D8R) have been made, but to simulate cable, Germans 
beam (B31) been selected. Nearby areas Springs has a grid (mesh) smaller than other places like between the sheets 
are strengthening to the free end. Figure 2. shows the meshed model is assembled. Beams in areas adjacent columns, 
elements smaller markets. Also column in areas adjacent angles elements smaller markets and in other areas is 
elements elder. About strand and pitch can be notice that in areas adjacent holes are elements smaller and others area 
elements elder. (Table 2) 

Table 2. Number elements for components 

Components Number elements 

beam 4008 

column 5567 

Reinforce beam 611 

Plate double 812 

angle 828 

strand 1579 

Column pitch 1728 

Beam pitch 1288 

 

 
Figure 2. Details meshing simulation model 
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2.3.  Interaction  
The interaction between the main components of structural surfaces that are in contact with each other, have a huge 

impact on the accuracy of numerical model nonlinear analysis. In order to model the behaviour of welded components 
is used from the TIE. The interaction between other components (not boiling), is defined in two directions tangential 
and vertical. In a vertical direction, for all parts, components influence each other to prevent interaction is determined 
into HARD CONTACT. Two types of contact defined without friction and friction tangential to the characteristics. In 
order to simulate have been used forehead frictionless contact and friction contact between the body of the screw and 
strand holes in walls and head of bolts with angles, beams and columns angles with sheets and sheets of strengthening 
the beams. The coefficient of friction between steel surfaces is selected 0.33 [14]. 

2.4. Boundary Conditions 

Connecting the boundary conditions, such as low-articular bearing columns, beams and maintenance support roller 
end side (side controls) connection, accurately modelled in the software. Fulcrum joint to simulate the coupling beam 
and columns, the points under the wing of the beam vertically and move around the bottom of the column were bound 
in three directions. 

2.5. Pattern Cyclic Load 

The load on the model of displacement such as displacement or relocation of the number and size of each load 
cycle under the Protocol SAC is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Drift and the number of cycles loading protocol [15]  
Load Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Number of Cycles 0.00375 0.005 0.0075 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.03 0.04 

  (rad) 0.005 6 6 4 2 2 2 2 

3. Verification of Finite Element Model 
Solver of choice to simulate the performance cycle post-tensioned connections called Static-General. In this 

analysis to considered the effect of large deformations and nonlinear geometric. According to Moradi [7] and 
Shiravand [9] found that the use of finite element method in assessing the cyclical behaviour of post-tensioned 
connections is very convenient and accurate. For validation, the results of finite element model post-tensioned 
connection were compared with the results of laboratory samples Garlock [2 and 6]. Built-in software model is 
simulated exactly like laboratory specimens. 

 

 
Figure 3. Typical stress distribution 36S-20-P 

Compare the response force - displacement connection after laboratory sample drawn numerical example is shown 
in Figure 4. It turns out that the hysteresis curve as shown in laboratory samples hysteresis curve with a minimum 
number of errors matches. 
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Figure 4. compares the response force - displacement experimental and numerical examples 

The values in Table 4. is calculated that results of experimental and numerical analysis of the samples were 
compared with the percentage of error between two values, and observed that the maximum error between 
experimental and numerical results is less than 5%. 

 The values of this tables include of T0 total initial post-tensioning force, Tu ultimate post-tensioned strands, Tmax 
maximum post-tensioned strands in drift 4%, Md moment or anchor detachment threshold, Mmax maximum bending 
moment in the beam in drift 4% and have to say that plastic hinges is visible in the upper and lower angles. 

 
Figure 5. Plastic hinges and the final transformation of post-tensioned steel connection [16] 

Table 4. Comparison of experimental and numerical analysis 

Sample Model    (KN)      (rad) 
  
   

 
    
   

 
    
  

       (rad) 

Experimental Model 3194 4% 0.47 0.96 0.55 0.033 

Numerical Model (SP1) 3123 4% 0.487 0.995 0.0551 0.0325 

Error  Percent 2% 0 3.62% 3.65% 0.18% 1.5% 

4. Numerical Models 
Numerical simulation model validation is named SP1. After validation of 36S-20-P, turn to build three other 

models to assess the effect of the thickness of the angles, the behaviour of post-tensioned steel connection arrives. 
Specifications models are given in Table 5. where    = total initial post-tensioning force,    = Number of PT strands, 
    = length of the beam flange reinforcing plates,    = distance from the fillet to the washer plate edge. 
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Table 5. Profile models 

Sample Model    
(mm)        

(mm) 
   

(mm) 
Angle Thickness 

(mm) 
SP01 3123 36 1372 137 19.05 
SP02 3123 36 1372 137 17.5 
SP03 3123 36 1372 137 22 
SP04 3123 36 1372 137 25.5 

5. The Results of the Analysis of Numerical Models 
    Curves are obtained from the force-displacement of each connection, by increasing the thickness of angles 

in connection, the induced initial stiffness from post-tensioned strands decrease. Also by increasing the thickness of 
angles, energy dissipation of connections increases. 

 

 
Figure 6. Curves     samples SP2, SP3 and SP4 

 
Figure 6. Curves       samples SP2, SP3 and SP4 
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6. Ductility 
To determine the seismic design standards of steel structures, the ductility of the connection is of great importance. 

The ductility of connection is, indeed, the ability of the connection in tolerating non-resilient transformations so that 
the connections in the changes do not show considerable resistance reduction. The requirements of ductility in average 
and special frames must be considered. The moment-rotation curve has been used to express the ductility. The angles 
of relative and absolute rotation of the connections are considered as an important quantity in ductility classification. 
For example, final rotation of    connection or relative ductility index   

  
 with elastic rotation limit of    is often used. 

   Compute the elastic rotation limit, the    yield moment is calculated by          [17], where    is ultimate 
connection moment (Table 6). 

 

Table 6. Form factor of the modelled sample 

Sample Model Ductility Factor 

SP01 1.99 

SP02 2.25 

SP03 2.06 

SP04 1.85 

7. Analysis of Sensitivity 
Shiravand [13] provided equations for calculating the coefficients. The values of this article have been calculated 

using the proposed equations. In fact, it is only dependent on the geometry of the angles. Table 7. is displayed 
Correction factors for all models. 

 

Table 7. Values β1 

Sample Model    

SP01 0.497 

SP02 0.494 

SP03 0.496 

SP04 0.495 
 

Table 7. by analysing samples SP01 to SP04 values obtained from the analysis as shown are available in Table 
8.      Parameter which it shows the gap opening and closing at the beam-column interface under cyclic loading. By 
increasing the thickness of angles, tolerate the bending moment in beam, 4.5 to 13.8 percent .maximum the opening 
connections SP02 (angles connection with a thickness of 17.5) and the lowest is belong to SP04.   

 

Table 8. The numerical values of the analysed samples 

Sample 
Model 

    
  

 
    
  

        
(mm) 

     
 (mm) 

SP01 0.995 0.551 0.0325 28.71 
SP02 1.006 0.54 0.0334 29.5 
SP03 1.07 0.53 0.03226 28.5 
SP04 1.2 0.53 0.03192 28.2 

8. Conclusion 
In this study, a connection with the real dimensions of post-tensioned steel beams, columns, upper and lower 

angles, strands resistance and stiffeners examined and analysed under cyclic loading cyclic connect SAC to assess 
response (curve M-θ and M-θr) and location of plastic hinges forming the desired connection, M-θ Curves is obtained 
from the force-displacement of each connection, The results showed that by increasing the thickness of angles in 
connection, the induced initial stiffness from post-tensioned strands decrease. Also by increasing the thickness of 
angles, energy dissipation of connections increases. By increasing the thickness of the angles bear the bending 
moment in beam, 4.5 to 13.8% increase. The β₁ value does not experience tangible changes with changes in angle 
thickness. And also values of the opening distance between beams and column        in 4 models are near to 28.5 
mm. 
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Abstract 

The effects of using different seismic bearings were investigated to reduce the seismic response of buildings by assuming 
the vulnerability of 20-story regular RC building in this paper. The method of this study was that the studied building 
was studied in three different models in terms of its connection to the foundation. In the first model, the structures were 
placed on the rigid bearing and in the second and third models; lead-rubber bearings and friction pendulum bearings were 
placed at the counter between the structure and foundation, respectively. Then, the dynamic analysis was used to assess 
the behaviour and seismic response of the mentioned models. The results of the study showed that the structures in the 
first model functioned like cantilever column that would become uniaxial and biaxial bending under the effects of 
earthquake around the vertical axis of structure. Due to the tensile (tension) weakness in concrete, seismic loads caused 
major cracks in the tension part of the structures according to the place of the neutral axis that could lead to the collapse 
of structure. In addition, the use of mentioned seismic bearings under the earthquake caused the structure like a semi-
rigid box slid on this equipment that reduced the structure's stiffness and increased the period of the structure in 
comparison with the first model. Using the studied seismic bearings caused the displacement of the roof of the first and 
twentieth stories of the structure become approximately equal and prevented the creation of the bending moment in the 
first model. The results of non-linear time history analysis showed that using the studied seismic bearings caused the 
response of the structure reduced significantly when the structure was placed on rigid bearings. It could be very valuable 
regarding the limitation of the capacity of the structure's members. 

Keywords: Seismic Retrofit; High-Rise Building; Lead-Rubber Bearings; Friction Pendulum Bearings. 

 

1. Introduction 
One of the important issues in the existing buildings is their design in accordance with codes that are developed 

many years ago and these codes have been revised several times so far. By investigating the behavior of existing 
buildings against recent earthquakes and assessing the vulnerability of structures (especially in areas that earthquake 
accrued less during these years), it has been observed that these buildings are vulnerable to the earthquakes. 

With the advancement of computers and consequently structural analysis-design softwares, great change happened 
in the civil engineering sciences that lead to the correction and permanent promotion of the codes. Besides, with the 
progress and development of seismographs, it was revealed that a significant number of earthquakes (especially 
earthquakes occurred near fault) had significant acceleration components which were much larger than the normal 
values stated in the codes (0.35 g - 0.4 g) respectively. The design of structures with high importance against 
accelerations much greater than the code's values is costly in terms of economic and very space-occupying and 
improper design. Because of the mentioned causes, using energy dissipation devices in structures due to the significant 
dissipation of energy caused by earthquake is one of the solutions against acceleration of bedrock in seismic design of 
structures. 
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2. Background Research 
Recently, using energy dissipation devices for retrofitting structures against earthquake is common in the academic 

research. In a comprehensive study, kinds of equipment and methods of increasing dissipating energy in structural 
systems were investigated. It was shown the use of dampers in the discussed structures has the property that in all 
cases even in the most severe earthquakes caused a significant reduction in imposed forces on the structure. This 
phenomenon is valuable due to the limitation of capacity of structure members [1]. In another study on seismic 
behavior of based-isolated building by seismic isolators, it was found that their periods increased in comparison with 
the structures with fixed bearing and on the other hand, the values of response of isolated system reduced significantly 
[2]. The researchers showed that applying dampers and seismic isolators in bridge could reduce the damages caused 
by lateral forces several times and the correct design of the equipment would guarantee the high performance of the 
bridge [3]. In another research, applying friction pendulum bearing and lead-rubber bearings could reduce the base 
shear of a building significantly compared with when the building bearing was rigid [4].   

In a case study, the results of the study indicated that the use of friction pendulum bearings could reduce the 
seismic response of the structure significantly compared to the case where the bearing of structures was rigid [5]. In a 
detailed study, it was found that by increasing the radius concavity of the foundation, the impact of reflecting 
mechanism of structure under its own weight, especially at 5-storey models, was reduced and possibly the structure 
did not return to its original location after occurring earthquake. The best way to solve this problem was the use of 
displacement limiter or mechanism that returned the structure to its original place after the earthquake. The nonlinear 
response of displacement and base shear in  the modeled 2-story building and 5-story building equipped with common 
friction pendulum isolators (first model) and isolation system with pendulum movement mechanism for whole 
structure (second model) showed the reduction in the values of base shear structure in the second model in comparison 
with the first model [6]. In another detailed study, the seismic behavior of multiple-span RC bridges was evaluated at 
the different states of using the lead-rubber bearings, friction pendulum bearing at the counter between the deck with 
cab beam and abutments. It was found that the mentioned operation could reduce the seismic response of structures 
significantly in comparison with the rigid connection state of deck to cab beam and abutments [7]. Some researchers 
found that the seismic response of the RC short building could be reduced by using of seismic bearings [8]. The 
researchers showed that linear analysis is not recommended for the analysis of the isolated structures [9]. 

Despite extensive studies, a worthy research has not done about the seismic retrofitting of RC high-rise building 
using lead rubber bearing and friction pendulum bearing so far. Therefore, the seismic response of RC high-rise 
building has been investigated using seismic bearing in this study. The method of study is that the studied building at 
the first state with the fixed support has been introduced as the first model. In the second and third models, the states 
are investigated in order that lead rubber bearing and friction pendulum bearing are used at the counter between 
foundation and structure. These three models have been studied by the non-linear time-history analysis and Eigen 
vector analysis. 

3. The Studied Equipment  
3.1. Lead Rubber Bearing  

This bearing consists of a lead core that is enclosed in a relatively thick rubber band. The Rubber isolators are not 
able to provide high damping and energy absorption. The combination of lead core with rubber bands not only 
provides primary stiffness of structure but also resist isolated structures against lateral loads such as wind or 
earthquake.  

 
Figure 1. Lead-rubber bearings with different dimension 

The reason of selecting the lead for this isolator is its crystal structure. This kind of structure changes by 
displacement but immediately returns to the original state and thus consecutive yielding under lateral vibrated dynamic 
loads does not cause to the fatigue phenomenon. The rubber section of this equipment is like rubber isolators with 
steel plate and has the function of providing reflecting force to the starting point after the end of structure’s vibration 
[10]. The lead rubber bearings are modeled by SAP2000 software with following characteristics [4]: 
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Element = Rubber isolator 
U1 → Linear effective stiffness= 1500000 KN/M 
U2=U3 → Linear effective stiffness= 800 KN/M            ,         U2=U3 → Nonlinear stiffness=2500 KN/M 
U2=U3 → Yield strength= 80                                          ,         U2=U3 → Post yield stiffness ratio= 0.1 

3.2. Friction Pendulum Bearing  
This bearing contains a concave surface at the bottom part and a steel flat surface at the top part and a globe with 

high resistance and low friction at the middle part. Due to the exerting considerable lateral force, the top section of the 
structure moves on this bearing. The curvature radius of the bottom part of this bearing specifies period of the isolation 
system. The reflecting force in this bearing is provided by gravity and the weight of the structure. The following figure 
shows a view of the bearings. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. A view of friction pendulum bearing [11] 

Friction pendulum bearings with three-dimensional behavior are modeled in SAP2000 software using the 
following characteristics [4]: 
Element= Friction isolator 
U1 → Linear effective stiffness= 15000000 KN/M        ,      U1→Nonlinear effective stiffness= 15000000 KN/M 
U2=U3 → Linear effective stiffness= 750 KN/M           ,       U2=U3 → Nonlinear stiffness=15000 KN/M  
U2=U3 → Friction coefficient slow= 0.03                      ,       U2=U3 → Friction coefficient fast= 0.05 
U2=U3 → Rate parameter= 40                                        ,       U2=U3 → Radius of sliding surface= 2.23 

4. The Studied Building  
In this study, a 20-story reinforced concrete building is investigated in which the connections of beams and 

columns are rigid. The dimensions of the considered structure on each side are 12 m (square plan) and there are four 
rows of columns in each side at equal distance of 4 m. The used sections and models of structure are based on the 
following forms: 

Table 1. The dimensions of the studied building based on the centimeter 

Floor 
Dimension 

Column Beam 
1, 2, 3 70×70 25×60 
4, 5, 6 65×65 25×60 
7, 8, 9 60×60 25×60 

10, 11, 12 55×55 25×60 
13, 14, 15 50×50 25×60 
16, 17, 18 45×45 25×60 

19, 20 40×40 25×60 

Figure 3. shows the view of the studied model in the SAP2000 software.   

 
Figure 3. The view of the studied model in the SAP2000 software 

PTFE Bearing Material Articulated Friction Slider  

Sperical Concave Surface of Hard-Dense 
Chrome over Steel 
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According to Figure 4, Mander model is used in order to model the nonlinear behaviour of materials.  

 
 Figure 4-a. Nonlinear behaviour model of steel 

        
Figure 4-b. Nonlinear behaviour model of concrete 
Figure 4. behaviour's  models of material [12] 

Figures 5 and 6.  show a view of how to use seismic bearings in the second and third models. 

 
 

Figure 5.  The view of using the lead rubber bearings in 
the second model 

Figure 6.  The view of using the friction pendulum 
bearings in the third model 

 

 
 
 

5.  
 

5. The Features of Selected Earthquakes  
In this study, the horizontal components of selective accelerogram elated to the Landers, Loma Prieta, Manjil, 

Tabas, New Zealand, Northridge and Park Field earthquakes are combined by using SRSS method in order to obtain 
one spectrum of each earthquake. Then, the Average of the spectra of the seven mentioned earthquakes is obtained 
and is scaled with 1.3AB spectrum (acceleration spectrum of 2800 standard [13]) within the period of 0.2 T and 1.5 
T. Specifications of the earthquakes are presented in the following table.  
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Table 2. The specifications of the selected earthquakes 

Station Accelerogram 

SCE 24 Lucerne Landers 1992 LCN 260, 345 
CDMG 58235 Saratoga- W vally Coll Loma Prieta WVC 000, 270 

BHRC 99999 Abbar Manjil, Iran 1990-06-20-L,T 
99999 Matahina Dam New Zealand A-MAT 0.83-353 

CDMG 24278 Castaic- OLD Ridge Route Northridge-01 1994 ORR 090,360 
CDMG 1438 Temblor Pre- 1969 Park Field TMB 

9102 Dayhook Tabas DAY- LN,TR 

6. Eigen Vectors Analysis  
Free vibration is the vibration free from any dynamic excitation (such as applying external dynamic forces or the 

motion of structure base) that begins by disturbing the balance state of the structure by applying the deformation and 
or the initial speed. The natural vibration (frequency and period) depend only on the mass and rigidity of the structure. 
The period of natural vibration has an inverse relationship with the natural vibration frequency. N determines the root 
of characteristic equation (             ), the natural frequency, and the natural period of frequency. The roots 
of mentioned equation are known as Eigen Value (characteristic values or normal values).  There is an independent 
vector    for each of the N natural frequency of a system with N freedom degrees that represents mode vibration 
shape and is called “The vector of vibration natural mode” or “The shape of vibration natural mode”. As a result, there 
are N vectors of    for an N-degree freedom system that is called eigen vector. The number of selective modes for 
eigen vector analysis is considered so that the minimum modal mass participation factors reaches to the minimum of 
the value mentioned in 2800 code (90%).  The periods of the first mode of vibration at x and y (horizontal directions) 
is as follows: 

 
Figure 7. The periods' values of different models of structure 

 

Based on Figure 7, it is shown that the use of mentioned equipment cause to reduce the structure's stiffness and 
increase its period. The period of structure increases from 2.139 seconds in the first model where the structure is fixed 
on bearing and to 3.894, 3.935 seconds in the second, third and fourth models by using lead rubber bearing and 
friction pendulum bearing, respectively. 

7. The Non-Linear Time History Analysis and Presenting the Results  
The non-linear time history analysis by modal method was done with the zero initial conditions and the definition 

of the Ritz vectors and specifications of Tabas earthquake with the scale factor of 1.7g. The main model was turned to 
the three models in order to study the effects of the studied energy dissipation device. The first model was the 
connection of the structure to the foundation that was rigid and in the second, third, and fourth models at three distinct 
models, lead-rubber bearing and friction pendulum bearing at the interface between structure and foundation was s 
used respectively. It should be noted that united system of all figures was ton-m.  

Graphs of the displacement of the different point's structure at the longitudinal and transverse directions with 
respect to time: 

First model Second model Third model
T(sec) 2.139 3.894 3.935
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Figure 8-a. Displacement-X direction 

 

 
Figure 8-b. Displacement- Y direction 

Figure 8. The horizontal displacement of different points of the first model at x direction and y direction  
 

 
Figure 9-a. Displacement-X direction 
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Figure 9-b. Displacement-Y direction 

Figure 9. The horizontal displacement of different points of the second model at x direction and y direction  
 

    
Figure 10-a. Displacement-X direction 

 

    

Figure 10-b. Displacement-Y direction 

Figure 10. The horizontal displacement of different points of the third model at x direction and y direction  
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Based on the Figure 8, the rigid connection of structure to the foundation causes that the lower stories of structures 
closer to foundation affected by an earthquake have a very trivial horizontal shift about zero. Due to the openness of 
the roof of the twentieth story without any constraint, and of course the considerable height of the structure, the 
considered building acts somewhat similar to a cantilever column, so that the displacement of the considered point 
(point 622) on the roof the first story at horizontal direction is almost equal to zero and the maximum horizontal 
displacement of the roof of twentieth story (point 944) at X and Y directions is equal to 30 and 57 cm respectively. 

The mentioned points show this fact that the studied building affected by lateral forces such as an earthquake on 
the lower story are almost fixed and on the upper story becomes bend and causes to create the substantial bending 
moment in bearing and increases the seismic response of structure. Nonetheless, the existence lead-rubber bearing and 
friction pendulum bearing between structure and foundation make the structure slides on the equipment under the 
effect of the earthquake and behave like rigid box on seismic bearing. Therefore, based on the Figures 9 and 10, the 
displacement of specified point on the floor of first story with the displacement of similar point on twentieth story is 
almost equal at the both X and Y directions. 

The maximum displacement of roof on the twentieth story at X and Y directions is equal to 22 cm and 22 cm for 
second model and for third model 20 and 17, respectively. The following figure shows a view of schematic two-
dimension of structure behavior in different states: 

 
                                                   (A)                (B)                  (C)                (D) 

Figure 11. The dynamic model of the studied structure 
 

Figure 11. (A) shows the studied building and the Figure 11. (B) shows a simplified dynamic model. Forms Figure 
11. (C) and (D) show the behaviour of structures against lateral loads (e.g. earthquake’s load) in rigid connection states 
of structure to the foundation and the use of seismic bearings between structure and foundation. Considering the 
deformation of the three-dimensional forms of studied structure in a rigid connection state of the building to the 
foundation, it is determined that the structure became under uniaxial and biaxial bending in the cross-section of its 
plan. Considering neutral fibre in any mode of deformation, almost the half of the structure was under tension and the 
other half was under pressure. 

Due to the general weakness of concrete against tension, in the case of non-application of  the necessary 
arrangements for strengthening of structure against the bending phenomenon, the possibility of severe seismic damage  
and  creation of diagonal and tension cracks would increase, which eventually can lead to the destruction or non-
usable of structure. 

The figures of base shear of longitudinal and transversal directions of different models with the respect to the time: 
 

 
Figure 12-a. Base shear X 
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Figure 12-b. Base shear Y 

Figure 12. The figures of base shear of structure at horizontal directions of first model 
 

        
Figure 13-a. Base shear X 

 

    
  Figure 13-b. Base shear Y 

Figure 13. The figures of base shear of structure at horizontal directions of second model 
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Figure 14-a. Base shear X 

 

 
Figure 14-b. Base shear Y 

Figure 14. The figures of base shear of structure at horizontal directions of third model 
 

By investigating the results of non-linear time history analysis as shown in Figures 12 to 14, it is obvious that 
utilizing the studied seismic bearings could reduce the base shear force in comparison with  the rigid connection of 
structure to the foundation, So that the base shear force of the studied building in rigid connection state to foundation 
at  the X and Y directions are 720.1 and 876 tons respectively and these values are reduced to 169.4 and 181.3 tons in 
use of lead rubber bearings, 43.89 and 63.41 tons in the use of  the friction pendulum bearings. 

8. Conclusion 
The use of the studied seismic bearings could reduce structure's stiffness and subsequently increase its period in 

comparison with the rigid connection of the structure to the foundation. The period of structure increases from 2.139 
seconds in the first model that structure is fixed on bearing and for the second and third models (using lead rubber 
bearing and friction pendulum bearing) 3.894, 3.935 seconds, respectively. 

The base shear force of the studied building in rigid connection state to foundation at the X and Y directions were 
720.1 and 876 tons respectively and these values were reduced to 169.4 and 181.3 tons in use of lead rubber bearings, 
43.89 and 63.41 tons in the use of the friction pendulum bearings. 

In comparison with the first model, using the seismic bearing in second and third models reduces the stiffness of 
the studied structures and increases its period. Using this equipment has improved the seismic behaviour of the studied 
structures so that the difference of lateral displacement between the first and the last roofs of the structure has 
minimized in the case of using this equipment compared to the initial state (first model). This seismic behaviour leads 
to significant reduction of base shear of the structure in the second and third model than the first model. This result 
indicates that using lead-rubber bearings and friction pendulum bearings lead to the seismic retrofitting of the studied 
structure than its initial state.   

The results of the study showed that using the studied seismic bearings caused the response of the structure 
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reduced significantly when the structure was placed on rigid bearings. It could be very valuable regarding the 
limitation of the capacity of the structure's members.    

The use of the studied seismic bearings caused that the structure slid on this equipment that finally lead to the 
dissipation of the transmitted inertia forces to the foundation in comparison with rigid connection state of structure to 
the foundation. This function prevented the possible seismic damage at the interface between the structure and 
foundation and also falling equipment and devices inside the building (such as a closet, refrigerator and pictures). 
Falling of equipment in the building was a common cause of life and property damage at the time of earthquake that 
this equipment could be handled with bolts or other suitable connectors to structure, of course.   

Computer modelling and theoretical design of these bearings for suitable application of them was necessary for 
reducing the seismic response of structures, however, not sufficient. The use of the mentioned equipment in the 
different structures enquires urgent need of computer modelling in the finite element method and theoretical design 
and experimental results requires much experience, talent, and genius designer particularly in the utilizing of them in 
the existing structure retrofitting.    

In the case of existing structures such as buildings and bridges the different kinds of energy dissipation devices 
could be used in these places by cutting and separating of the different parts of the structure. According to the results 
of this study, the mentioned function could lead to a considerable reduction of seismic responses in the structure. 
Doing this action needs high force of plan’s implementers, since it is necessary the upper part of the structure could be 
controlled by providing special arrangements such as jacking below the structure so that the considered seismic 
bearings could be put in this place.  

Due to the behaviour of the studied energy dissipation devices that are inherently nonlinear in this research, their 
effects could not be evaluated properly using linear analysis. By proper designing and optimal use of seismic bearing, 
the seismic response of structure could be reduced significantly in comparison with the rigid connection state of   
structure to the foundation and the dimensions of structure could be designed in small and optimal dimension that 
could compensate for the cost of using of the equipment slightly. 

Generally, the isolation function of different parts of structure from each other or different parts of structure from 
foundation and placing seismic bearings in these places could lead to the improvement of structure's behavior and 
dissipating of imposed seismic forces. Therefore, the selection of appropriate seismic bearing is essential and 
considerable that could be different in any case study based on the type of structure, place of its use and the condition 
of the site, ground movement.  

Feasibility study of structure instability equipped with seismic bearings is essential due to the various reasons 
including extreme movements of ground, the weakness of properties in the mentioned equipment affected by various 
reasons.  

It is necessary that some restraints should be created in different parts of the structures in order to prevent the 
excessive shift of the whole or some parts of the structure that were on the seismic bearings and  the instability of the 
structure due to the excessive displacement. 

In addition to the essential requirement for designing of the horizontal restraints, creating restraints against the 
impact of strike like the vertical component of earthquake, especially in the areas near to the fault for structures 
equipped with seismic bearing is of a particular importance. 
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Abstract 

A water intake basin is a buried box that functions as a water reservoir near shorelines. Number of these structures has 
been increased in the recent years and for a safe design, it is necessary to know their behaviour under applied loads. In 
addition to common dead, live and seismic loads, the bottom of such a basin is usually located below sea water level and 
endures uplift pressure as well as reaction of supporting soils. Uncertainty of these special loads complicates the 
structural response of this buried basin to the applied loads. Therefore, the unreliability in the soil parameter and in the 
rigidity of the basin structure is studied in this research by calculating the generated internal bending moments. Different 
loads and load combinations have been taken into account and finite element analysis is carried out for modelling 
nonlinear behaviour of different types of supporting soils. It is concluded that the geometry and flexural stiffness  of the 
basin affects the analysis more than the soil parameters because the contribution of the soil modulus in the total stiffness 
of the system is negligible than the structural rigidity of the basin structure. In addition, inner walls and geometry of the 
basin should be modelled in detail to obtain acceptable results. 

Keywords: Soil Modulus; Water Intake; Rigidity; Bending Moment. 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, water consumptions have been increased due to development of industrial activities as well as 
extension of urban areas. Although demand of potable water has been expanded, the source of water is limited and its 
consumption should be done with special attentions. Desalination plants near seas are cost effective and reliable 
methods for establishing the required source of water [1]. In these systems, the sea water comes to a water intake basin 
through marine pipes and then the water is pumped from the basin to the required destination. Destination can be a 
plant or a crowded area with industrial or urban activities. Seawater intakes can be classified to submerged and buried 
intakes [2]. In a submerged intake, water comes to a basin through offshore pipes and in a buried intake system, water 
passes through screens and drilled wells. The capacity of the latter case is limited; however, a submerged system is 
applicable in different conditions and it is a common practice for providing required waters for industries. A chamber 
structure is usually used at offshore and water comes to inland basin through pipes. A desalination system has different 
parts including a water intake and an effluent outfall. There are some criteria and studies for the intake and outfall 
conditions [3, 4] and different shapes of the offshore chamber is investigated [5], but studies for the structural behavior 
of the intake basins is limited. This basin is actually a buried structure because its bottom level is under the sea level 
and the water comes to the basin by gravity. The basin acts as a box with interior walls and soil pressure as well as 
water pressures exert on the exterior walls. In addition, the bottom slab should resist against uplift force and soil 
reaction. Analysis of this structure is complicated because it is a combined system of solid, water and soil. The 
thickness of the bottom slab is usually uniform and the soil beneath the intake basin support the basin with reaction 
forces. In addition to the bearing capacity of the base soil, differential and total settlements also control the design [6]. 
Although the thickness of the bottom slab affects differential settlement and bending moments, its effect on the total 
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settlement is little. The maximum bending moment may be increased with increasing the slab thickness [7], but, the 
effect of the slab thickness on the maximum bending moment is decreased by increasing the slab thickness nearly more 
than 1.5 m [8].   

Since modeling the soil beneath the basin structure can affect the total behavior of the basin, it is important to know 
the sensitivity of the analysis to the assumed soil parameters. It should be noted that there are usually considerable 
uncertainties in the soil parameters. Therefore, the effects of soil modulus on the behavior of an intake basin are 
investigated in this study by analyzing the basin under different loading conditions and by assuming different soil 
parameters. In addition, the effect of the rigidity of the bottom slab is studied. The soil beneath the basin is modeled 
via nonlinear springs and the results are also compared with the results of simplified models which assume a fixed 
support condition instead of nonlinear soil reactions. 

2. Analysis Procedure 

2.1. Geometry and Modelling 

To study an actual case, the geometry of the basin is selected based on an actual case. The 3D geometry of the basin 
with two horizontal sections is presented in Figure 1. Plan view and dimensions are shown in Figure 2. As presented in 
this figure, Length, width and height of the analyzed sea water intake are 48.55 m, 22.3 m and 13.0 m, respectively. 
Inner walls of the basin act as separators for water flows and their lengths are different based on their locations. Sea 
water comes into the basin from the side with smaller width and pumps are located at the side with the larger width. 
The thicknesses of roof, floor, inner walls and outer walls are 0.8 m, 1.5 m, 0.6 m and 1.0 m, respectively, yet the 
thickness of the bottom slab is also changed to study the effect of the its rigidity. Four node, isotropic shell element are 
used in the utilized finite element software (Sap2000-14.2.4) for modeling both interior and exterior walls as well as 
roof and floor slabs. Dimensions of the Basin and modeling conditions are presented in Table 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  3D geometry of the basin and two horizontal sections at different levels of the basin 
 

 
Figure 2.  Plan view of the basin with dimensions 
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Table 1. Geometrical dimension of the basin and elements used for modeling   

G
eo

m
et

ry
 

Length of sea water intake 48.55 m  

Width of sea water intake 22.3 m  

Top of floor level -7.0 m (CD)  

Top of roof level +5.5 m (CD)  
    

M
od

el
 

Shell elements for modeling Thickness No. of elements 

Roof 0.8 m 9337 

Floor (supported on springs) 1.5 m 10481 

Inner walls 0.6 m 27185 

Outer walls 1.0 m 21521 

 
Since the basin floor is located on the bed, the soil beneath the basin structure is modeled via nonlinear springs with 

a compressive behavior. According to the physical nature of contact between basin floor and bed, the springs can only 
endure the compressive forces and they cannot act in tension. The following Figures show the model geometry. To 
consider the effect of concrete cracking in analysis, module of elasticity has been decreased by a factor of 0.35 
according to [9]. The model geometry is shown in Figure 3. and the applied classification for the shell elements i.e. 
inner walls, roof, exterior walls and foundation, respectively are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 3.  3D modeled geometry of the basin 

   

   
Figure 4.  Classifications of shells in the modeled basin; a) outer walls, b) inner walls, c) roof and floor    

2.2. Modulus of Soil Sub-grade Reaction   

Soil beneath the basin supports the vertical and lateral movement of the structure. Assuming a fixed support is the 
simplest way for modeling the soil support. However, the better way is to model the actual behavior of the soil by 
making use of either nonlinear Winkler foundation or elastic continuum [10]. In Winkler model which is implemented 
in this study, the base soil assumes to behave like infinite number of springs that their stiffness is the modulus of 
subgrade reaction. By modeling the soil strata, the soil pressure beneath the basin will be obtained by analysis. Since 
assuming a rigid foundation is a common assumption in conventional modeling of mat foundations, the reliability of 
conventional methods is investigated in the present study for different soil parameters. To do this, the Finite element 
analysis is utilized as an effective and accurate way for analyzing the basin under applied loads. Since the sensitivity of 
the results depend on the soil parameters, different values of soil modulus have been taken into account. A wide range 

(c) (b) (a) 
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of values has been recommended for the modulus of subgrade reaction for various soil types and, the exact value of 
subgrade module at each location should be determined by field test [11]. If not, it can be calculated based on the 
equations derived based on plate load test [12] and estimates the subgrade modulus as a function of soil parameters 
[13, 14]. Several equations have been suggested for evaluating subgrade modulus, one of them is the empirical 
equation recommended by [15] as   (        )    , for clay and   (         )      ,  for sand. In these 
equations,   is subgrade modulus [t/m3], su is undrained shear strength (t/m2) and NSPT is value of Standard 
Penetration Test. Finally, typical values for different types of soils can be evaluated as the values in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Typical values of modulus of sub-grade reaction (ks) for different types of soils  

Type of Soil Loose 
sand 

Medium 
dense sand Dense sand Clayey medium 

dense sand 
Silty medium 

dense sand 

ks (MN/m3) 5 to 15 15 to 60 60 to 130 30 to 80 20 to 50 

 
In this study, to consider uncertainty of soil condition, different values of soil modulus are modeled in a way to 

cover different types of soils. For this purpose and based on the typical values, soil modulus are selected as 10, 50, 100 
and 130 MN/m3. A fixed support condition is also modeled as the highest possible stiffness of the base soil. 

2.3. Loading 

Several combinations of dead, live, hydrostatic, seismic, soil pressure and thermal load act on the structure. Dead 
loads include the weight of basin structure, attached equipment and accessories. The weight was calculated based on 
the density of the reinforced concrete as 2400 kg/m3. Live load is the load superimposed by the use and operation of 
basin. The following items were considered as live load: Maintenance and equipment hatch load (uniform load) = 1000 
kg/m2, Personal load (uniform load) = 500 kg/m2. The Hydrostatic load varies linearly with height of the water and it 
acts perpendicular to the surfaces. The uplift pressure applied to the basin floor is the maximum water pressure with a 
uniform distribution. Seismic load is evaluated based on Iranian standards for marine structures [16].  

Static method is utilized for calculating the inertia effects of earthquake on internal forces and displacements. For 
conditions of earthquake occurrence, it is considered that the basin is in operation state and it is full of water. The 
Earthquake coefficient for this condition is considered to be 0.16 (             ) [17]. This coefficient cross the 
effective weight generates the earthquake force that is applied to the structure in two directions. Dead load plus 20% of 
live load is considered as the effective weight in calculating seismic load. In addition, seismic load may generate 
unbalanced water pressures inside the basin. To consider this effect, 30% of the dead weight is added to the above 
mentioned effective weight during earthquake and the total weight cross the earthquake coefficient is applied as the 
earthquake force. It should be noted that the weight of the water inside the basin is applied in the model in the seismic 
condition when the weight of the structure becomes important. Soil pressure around the basin is evaluated based on the 
supposed specific gravity and apparent gravity of the soil. Soil pressure is assumed equal in both seismic and ordinary 
conditions. The lateral soil pressure coefficient is assumed as k0=0.45. Thermal Loads are defined as a force caused by 
variation of temperature and it is not considered in this study. 

All the loads are combined based on [9] as presented in Table 3. An envelope combination is also determined to 
show the maximum stresses among different load cases. In addition to common load combinations, some special notes 
have been taken into account. For example, it may be required during operation to close the stop logs an empty the 
basin for maintenance or cleaning the basin. In this case, the uplift exerted on the bottom of basin can generate a 
critical state that governs design of the floor section of the basin foundation. In another case, the internal water 
pressure is not applied on the exterior walls and only the outer face of these walls are subjected to the hydrostatic 
pressure from the water outside the basin. In this manner, water pressure acting on the outer face of the exterior walls 
will not be balanced with the interior pressures and a critical condition is obtained that governs design of the exterior 
walls. To consider the worst case, MLHW level is considered for evaluating the lateral water pressure on the exterior 
and interior walls. Therefore, 3.0 m of the basin top is located above the sea water level. In a normal operating 
condition, hydrostatic pressures act on both sides of an interior wall and it do not generate a bending moment in the 
interior walls. However, when a section needs repair and it is done by closing the sluice gates, the hydrostatic water 
pressure is applied to the interior walls of the full sections of the basin. Meanwhile, the external forces applied to 
structure in this state are as same as the previous condition. The bending moment due to this condition can govern 
design of internal walls.  
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Table 3. Load combinations that are used for structural analysis of basin 

Load Comb. Dead Load Live load Water Pressure 
outside 

Water Pressure 
inside 

Uplift 
Pressure 

Soil 
pressure 

Earthq.  
X or Y Dir. 

1 1.40       
2 1.40 1.70   1.70   
3 1.40 1.70 1.70  1.70   
4 0.90  1.275  1.275   
5 1.40 1.70 1.70  1.70 1.70  
6 1.40 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70  

7, 8, 9, 10 1.05 1.275 1.275 1.70 1.275 1.275  1.40 

11, 12, 13, 14 0.90       1.40 

Envelope Maximum output of all other combinations 

 

3. Effect of Soil Modulus 
The structure of the basin is analyzed under different load combinations and the maximum bending moment in each 

element is obtained from the envelope combination. A sample output corresponding to the subgrade reaction modulus 
of 100 MPa/m is presented in Figure 5. that shows the distribution of the maximum bending moments in two 
perpendicular directions i.e. M11 and M22 in different elements of the bottom slab. As shown in this figure, the 
maximum bending moment per unit length of the bottom slab is nearly 200 tonf.m/m. The average value of the 
maximum bending moments as well as the standard deviation of these values can be calculated. The average value of 
the bending moment in this case is nearly 17 tonf.m/m and it can be useful in evaluating the adequacy of the thickness 
of the bottom slab. These maximum, averaged and standard deviations of the maximum bending moments in the 
bottom slab are calculated for different cases with different subgrade modulus.  

The results are shown in Figure 6. According to these results, the averaged value of the bending moment is 
significantly less than the maximum value which is generated in a local point of the bottom slab. Since the soil 
modulus are selected based on loose to hard conditions, it can be concluded that the maximum bending moment in the 
bottom slab is not too sensitive to the soil modulus, however, a harder soil condition results in a lower bending 
moment value. The limit condition happens when a fixed support is modeled for the base reaction modeling. The 
averaged value is more sensitive to the changes in soil condition and it has been changed from the maximum value of 
19 tonf.m/m in a loose soil to a minimum value of 10 tonfm/m in a hard soil condition. On the other hand, the standard 
deviation of a hard soil condition is clearly less than softer soil conditions. The effect of soil modulus on the averaged 
bending moment in different walls is presented in Figure 7. As shown in this figure, the bending moment in the bottom 
slab is clearly a function of soil modulus. The reason is that the slab is directly supported on soil and its behavior is 
more sensitive to the soil condition. However, the averaged bending moment in outer walls, inner walls and roof is 
independent to the soil modulus because stiffness of the intake is dominant to the soil condition.   

 

 
Figure 5.  Bending moment in elements of the bottom slab in the envelope load combination    
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Figure 6.  Averaged, standard deviation and maximum bending moment in the bottom slab with different subgrade 

modulus    
 

 
Figure 7.  Averaged bending moment in different walls with different subgrade modulus    

4. Effect of Bottom Slab Rigidity and Inner Walls 
To study the effect of the existence of inner walls on the generated bending moment in the basin, two different 

structures with and without inner walls are analyzed by taking into account two different soil conditions with soil 
modulus of 10 and 100 MPa/m. The results i.e. averaged bending moment in different walls and slabs are presented in 
Figure 8. As shown in this figure, in the case of removing the inner walls, bending moment in all the shells (outer 
walls, roof and bottom slab) has been increased. The maximum effect is yet in the bottom slab where the averaged 
bending moment in the case of a structure without any inner wall is nearly twice the averaged bending moment in the 
case of existence of inner walls. The bending moment in the roof is also increased significantly by removing the inner 
walls. The minimum effect, however, has been occurred in the outer walls. Actually, the inner walls increase the 
rigidity of bottom slab and roof sections clearly and the length between the stiff supports will be decreased 
accordingly.  

The outer walls are not supported on the inner walls and therefore, they experience fewer amounts of changes due 
to removing inner walls. On the other hand, the effect of soil stiffness on the averaged bending moment is little 
especially in outer walls and roof slabs. The bottom slab is the only shell element type that its bending moment is a 
function of soil stiffness. However, the effect of inner walls on the generated bending moment is clearly more than the 
effect of the soil condition. It is worth mentioning that the effect of soil condition on the averaged bending moment is 
limited only to the bottom slab and this effect is yet less than the effect of inner walls. In a soft soil condition, the 
existence of inner walls is more important in controlling the bending moment in bottom slab because the contribution 
of inner walls in the total stiffness is higher than its contribution in a stiff soil condition. As shown in Figure 9, the 
averaged bending moments in the bottom slab of a structure with inner walls are nearly the same for two soil 
conditions. However in the case of removing inner walls, the bending moment in the bottom slab has been increased 
nearly 30% in the case of the softer soil condition.  

In addition to the inner walls, rigidity of the bottom slab depends on the thickness of the foundation. To evaluate 
this item, two different thicknesses i.e. 0.5 m and 1.5 m have been modeled for the shell elements at the bottom slab. 
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The results are presented in Figure 9. The thickness of the bottom slab does not affect the averaged bending moments 
in other walls and its effect is limited only to the bottom slab itself. A thicker slab absorbs a higher bending moment in 
a way that by increasing the thickness by three times, the generated averaged bending moment has been increased by 
the same order.    

   

 
Figure 8.  Averaged bending moment in different walls with and without inner walls and two different subgrade modulus       

 

 
Figure 9.  The effect of rigidity o the bottom slab on the averaged bending moment in different walls     

5. Conclusion 
The structural behavior of a water intake basin is studied under different applied loads. Since the basin is a buried 

structure which is supported vertically by the soil layers, the effect of the soil modulus on the internal bending 
moments is investigated by making use of a FEM analysis. Different soil parameters from a soft to a stiff condition 
have been taken into account to cover the unreliability of the soil parameters. In addition, the rigidity of the foundation 
is studied by making use of different thicknesses and removing inner walls. Based on the results, it is concluded that: 

t The maximum bending moment in the basin structure is not too sensitive to the soil stiffness and the maximum 
effect of the soil modulus on the maximum bending moment is nearly 25% that occurs in the bottom slab 
located directly on the soil. 

t In comparison with the maximum bending moment, the averaged bending moment in the bottom slab is more 
sensitive to the soil parameters and the averaged bending moment would be underestimated if a stiff soil 
condition was considered. In another word, the averaged bending moment in the bottom slab will be increased 
by assuming a softer soil condition. On the other hand, the averaged bending moment in other walls except the 
bottom slab is nearly independent to the soil modulus. 

t The bending moment will be increased in all of the basin elements in the case of removing internal walls. 
Among the basin elements, the roof and bottom slabs are more sensitive because they are actually supported by 
inner walls.  

t The effect of inner walls on the bending moment depend on the soil parameters and in a case of removing inner 
walls, the averaged bending moment in the bottom slab can be increased nearly 30% from a stiff to a soft soil 
condition. The effect of inner walls on the generated bending moment is more than the effect of the soil 
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condition and in a soft soil condition; the averaged bending moment in the bottom slab may be doubled in the 
case of removing internal walls.  

t The thickness of the bottom slab defines its rigidity and by thickening the foundation slab a higher bending 
moment will be obtained. However, the bending moments in other walls i.e. outer wall, roof and inner walls are 
not a function of the foundation thickness. 

t As a result, design of the basin walls based on the maximum bending moment can be done with making an 
acceptable assumption for the soil modulus. However, it is necessary to model the geometry of inner walls 
accurately when evaluating the structural behavior of a basin. It can be concluded that the contribution of the 
soil modulus in the total stiffness of the basin is less than the contribution of the geometry of the basin. 
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Abstract 

Slope failures are common in many parts of the world which occur due to manifold reasons and they result in huge losses 
to the respective locals. This study evaluates the initiatives that can enhance the safety of slope by considering the 
remedial measures to deal with the factors causing slope instability and discusses the application of risk management 
strategies to address the problems that can cause the slope to fail. The methods for the remediation of slope include 
modification in slope geometry, drainage, use of retaining structures and internal slope reinforcement. This study also 
discusses the risk management process which is a hierarchical procedure that includes assessment and control of risk 
through different techniques in order to manage the uncertainties associated with the slope. It has been observed that the 
implementation of risk management strategy aids in the proper identification of risk and its severity which dictates the 
selection of appropriate remedial measure for the rectification of slope. For reducing the number of landslides, this study 
suggests the use of risk based strategies to curtail the chances of slope failure. 

Keywords: Slope Failures; Slope Geometry; Drainage;  Retaining Structures; Internal Slope Reinforcement; Risk Management Process. 

 

1. Introduction 

Landslides have resulted in the loss of human lives and properties in many parts of the world. To combat landslide 
risk, a wide range of risk mitigation measures are available. These range from hard engineering measures of slope 
stabilization and landslide protective works to soft community means of public education. Stabilization works aim at 
reducing the likelihood of failure of a slope whereas the other measure reduces the risk by minimizing the 
consequences of slope failures. The range of slope stabilization works may be categorized as follows [1]: 

a. Surface protection and drainage 
b. Subsurface drainage 
c. Slope regarding 
d. Retaining structures 
e. Structural reinforcement 
f. Strengthening of slope-forming material 
g. Vegetation and bioengineering 
h. Removal of hazards 
i. Special materials and techniques 
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It is a fact that slope failures account for enormous losses every year, both compensatory and non-compensatory. 
These failure events occur due to varying reasons which predominantly include design inaccuracies, lapses in 
construction, poor drainage system and lack of maintenance. It is observed that misperceptions towards the technical 
aspects of slope also contribute to the failure. Some of the misperceptions highlighted by Gue and Fong are given 
below [2]. 

1.1. Soil Tests Showed that Slope is Safe 

It is irrational to rely solely on tests as soil is a very complex material and its properties can vary even at a very 
short distance. Remarkably detailed investigations are required to propose safety. In fact, they are the source of getting 
design variables used in analysis and designing of the slopes. 

1.2. Heavy Rain Cause Slope Failures 

It is not always the case because properly designed slopes will not fail unless water table and pore water pressure 
exceeds the design limit. Rainfall may catalyse the instability of slope but if the slope is designed as per requirement 
then the failure is unlikely. 

1.3. Retaining Walls Always Prevents Slope Failures 

This is only possible if retaining walls are designed according to required specifications, fulfilling every design 
criteria which is usually not satisfied in un-engineered walls. 

1.4. Slopes Are Maintenance Free 

Maintenance activities like clearing the debris from drains, covering up the erosion spots are essential. Blocked 
drains create excess water pressure which ultimately leads to slope failure. Poor maintenance or non-maintenance of 
slopes has significant contribution in decreasing the slope stability. 

For slope stabilisation, Thompson et al., 2005 [3] proposes that slope reinforcement and the use of structural pile 
elements can be an effective slope remediation alternative when conventional remediation practices (e.g., improved 
drainage) fail to consider the causal factors leading to slope instability (e.g., strength loss due to weathering). An 
experimental research program was aimed at developing a rapid, cost-effective, and simple remediation system that 
can be implemented into slope stabilization practices for relatively shallow (<5 m) slope failure conditions. The results 
of the study shows that piles installed in failing slopes will arrest or slow the rate of slope movement. 

The study of Ashour and Ardalan, 2012 [4], presents a new procedure for the analysis of slope stabilization using 
piles. The developed method allows the assessment of soil pressure and its distribution along the pile segment above 
the slip surface based on soil–pile interaction. The proposed method accounts for the influence of pile spacing on the 
interaction between the pile and surrounding soils and pile capacity. 

The slope strengthening initiatives are taken on the basis of the factors that affect the stability of slope and the level 
of risk they are posing. In order to address the risk associated with the slope there is need to apply the risk management 
strategy for reducing the chances of failure. The risk management takes the output from the risk assessment, and 
considers risk mitigation, including accepting the risk, reducing the likelihood, reducing consequences e.g. by 
developing monitoring, warning and evacuation plans or transferring risk (e.g. to insurance), develops a risk mitigation 
plan and possibly implements regulatory controls. It also includes monitoring of the risk outcomes, feedback and 
iteration when needed. Landslide risk management involves a number of stakeholders including owners, occupiers, the 
affected public and regulatory authorities, as well as geotechnical professionals, and risk analysts. It is an integral part 
of risk management that the estimated risks are compared to acceptance criteria (either quantitative or qualitative). 
Geotechnical professionals are likely to be involved as the risk analysts, and may help guide in the assessment and 
decision process, but ultimately it is for owners, regulators and governments to decide whether the calculated risks are 
acceptable or whether risk mitigation is required [5]. 

Landslide risk management comprises an estimation of the landslide risk, deciding whether or not the risk is 
tolerable, exercising appropriate control measures to reduce the risk where the risk level cannot be tolerated. In a more 
global context, landslide risk management also refers to the systematic application of management policies, procedures 
and practices to the tasks of identifying, analyzing, assessing, mitigating and monitoring landslide risk [6].  

2. Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of the study are as follows: 
1) To discuss the potential remedial works that can be employed for maximizing the stability of the slopes 
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2) To explore the approaches for risk based evaluation of slope and discuss the strategies for landslide risk 
management 

3. Causal Factors of Landslides 
There are two primary categories of causes of landslides: natural and human caused. Sometimes, landslides are 

caused, or made worse, by a combination of the two factors. The natural causes have three major triggering 
mechanisms that can occur either singly or in combination with water, seismic activity, and volcanic activity. Effects 
of all of these causes vary widely and depend on factors such as steepness of slope, morphology or shape of terrain, 
soil type, underlying geology, and whether there are people or structures on the affected areas [7] .  

With regards to the human causes, populations expanding onto new land and creating neighborhoods, towns, and 
cities are the primary means by which humans contribute to the occurrence of landslides. Disturbing or changing 
drainage patterns, destabilizing slopes, and removing vegetation are common human-induced factors that may initiate 
landslides. Other examples include over steepening of slopes by undercutting the bottom and loading the top of a slope 
to exceed the bearing strength of the soil or other component material. However, landslides may also occur in once-
stable areas due to other human activities such as irrigation, lawn watering, draining of reservoirs (or creating them), 
leaking pipes, and improper excavating or grading on slopes [7]. 

Table 1. A brief list of landslide causal factors [8] 

1. Ground Conditions 

(1) Plastic weak material 

(2) Sensitive material 

(3) Collapsible material 

(4) Weathered material 

(5) Sheared material 

(6) Jointed or fissured material 

(7) Adversely oriented mass discontinuities (including bedding, schistosity, cleavage) 

(8) Adversely oriented structural discontinuities (including faults, unconformities, flexural shears, sedimentary contacts) 

(9) Contrast in permeability and its effects on ground water contrast in stiffness (stiff, dense material over plastic material) 

2. Geomorphological Processes 

(1) Tectonic uplift 

(2) Volcanic uplift 

(3) Glacial rebound 

(4) Fluvial erosion of the slope toe 

(5) Wave erosion of the slope toe 

(6) Glacial erosion of the slope toe 

(7) Erosion of the lateral margins 

(8) Subterranean erosion (solution, piping) 

(9) Deposition loading of the slope or its crest 

(10) Vegetation removal (by erosion, forest fire, drought) 

3. Physical Processes 

(1) Intense, short period rainfall 

(2) Rapid melt of deep snow 

(3) Prolonged high precipitation 

(4) Rapid drawdown following floods, high tides or breaching of natural dams 

(5) Earthquake 

(6) Volcanic eruption 

(7) Breaching of crater lakes 

(8) Thawing of permafrost 

(9) Freeze and thaw weathering 

(10) Shrink and swell weathering of expansive soils 
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4. Man-Made Processes 

(1) Excavation of the slope or its toe 

(2) Loading of the slope or its crest 

(3) Drawdown (of reservoirs) 

(4) Irrigation 

(5) Defective maintenance of drainage systems 

(6) Water leakage from services (water supplies, sewers, storm water drains) 

(7) Vegetation removal (deforestation) 

(8) Mining and quarrying (open pits or underground galleries) 

(9) Creation of dumps of very loose waste 

(10) Artificial vibration (including traffic, pile driving, heavy machinery) 

4. Remedial Measures for Slope 
Slopes are all around us in the urban environment, and the soil on some of these slopes may be inherently unstable. 

Old, natural slopes in rural and forest areas have often developed a degree of stability over time. But artificial slopes 
within urban areas that are part of developments, or that are adjacent to infrastructure such as roads and railways, can 
be less stable, and may require stabilization [9]. 

 Movement of soil and rock down unstable slopes due to gravity is called mass wasting; surface movement resulting 
from the effects of wind and water is called erosion. Both processes can affect the safety of people living or working 
on or near slopes, and on the quality of water for people living in the wider area. The expansion of urban areas, and 
associated deforestation and construction activities, are increasing the area of unstable or vulnerable slopes [9]. 

Decision on selecting an appropriate slope stabilisation method requires thorough evaluation of the existing slope 
conditions and assessment of the prevailing causes that are responsible for the instability of the slopes. Once the causes 
of slope stability are identified, the appropriate remedial measure for slope is selected on the basis of feasibility, 
stability and economy. These remedial measures are helpful in minimizing the chances of approaching slope failure by 
addressing its cause. 

Precautionary action means detection of landslide prone area, early warning signs and slope assessment techniques 
to take necessary measure for their remediation. Government agencies put forward different policies while private 
sector also takes initiatives to prevent the consequences of slope failure by developing its own guidelines. The 
remedial methods proposed by Broms and Wong are divided into three main categories [10]. 

4.1. Geometrical Method 

This method is simple and cheaper in cost but require sufficient space. Slope safety can be enhanced easily to 
convert steeper slopes into gentler ones. This method can be executed by trimming the slope or making the slope free 
from extra loading. Backfilling of toe also lies under this category. 

By changing the geometry of a steep slope to a gentler slope either flatten the slope or backfill at the toe of slope, 
the stability of a slope can be increased. This method is easy and most cost effective. However, it depends very much 
on the site condition. As there are existing building at the site, this method cannot be adopted [11]. 

4.2. Drainage Method 

This method usually works in combination with other methods. Drainage method is viable in those conditions 
where proper maintenance of surface and sub-surface drains is performed. 

Saturation of subsoil and pore water pressure building up are major factors causing the instability of slope. With the 
proper design of surface and subsurface drainage system, the chances of building up pore water pressure and saturation 
of subsoil can be minimized and therefore the stability of slope can be increased. However, as a long term solution to 
increase the stability of slope, this method suffers greatly because the drainage systems must be maintained if they are 
to continue to function It is always easy to maintain the surface drains but very difficult for the subsoil drains. This 
method is generally used in combination with other methods [11]. 
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4.3. Retaining Structures Method 

This method is quite expensive but flexible in nature. In this method retaining structures are used to withstand 
against the pushing forces of the soil masses. Retaining structures have different varieties such as gravity and 
cantilever retaining wall, contiguous bored piles and sometimes method of soil nailing is also used to stabilize slopes. 

Retaining structures include gravity types of retaining wall, cantilever retaining wall, contiguous bored piles, 
caisson, steel sheet piles, ground anchors, soil nails etc. This method is generally more expensive as compared with the 
other methods. However, it is always the most commonly adopted method in remedial works due to its flexibility in a 
constraint site. For this project, the remedial work can only be carried out within the boundary, a restrained structure is 
inevitable in order to stabilize and reinstate the failed slope [11]. 

The remedial works proposed by Popescu, [12] carry four groups namely slope geometry, drainage, retaining 
structures and internal slope reinforcement. The initiatives in the category of slope geometry involve fundamental 
changes that include removing material from the landslide driving area and reducing the slope angle. The remedial 
works in the class of drainage involve different methods which include providing boreholes, wells and water removal 
techniques. The category of retaining structures includes provision of different types of structure to give stability to the 
slope while the category of internal slope reinforcement includes providing anchors, micro piles and soil-nailing. 

Table 2. Landslides Remedial Works [12] 

Slope Geometry 

Adding (counter weight berm or fill) material to stability maintain area 

Removing material from landslide driving area (light weight fill) 

Reducing the slope angle 

Drainage 

Surface drains for diversion of water (pipes and ditches) 

Shallow or deep trench drains having filled with free draining Geo-materials 

Vertical boreholes for self-draining  

Vertical wells for gravity draining 

Buttress counterforts of coarse grained materials 

Sub vertical and sub horizontal boreholes 

Drainage tunnels, galleries drainage by siphoning 

Electroosmotic dewatering, Vacuum dewatering 

Retaining Structures 

Gravity retaining walls 

Gabion walls, Crib-block walls 

Passive piles, Piers, Cassions 

Cast in situ reinforced concrete walls 

Reinforced earth retaining structures  

Buttress counterforts of coarse grained materials 

Rock fall attenuation or stopping systems 

Protective rocks or concrete blocks against erosion 

Internal Slope Reinforcement 

Rock bolts/ Anchors/Electroosmotic anchors 
Micro piles 
Soil nailing 

5. Risk Based Planning of Slopes 
The study of Li et al., 2009 [13] refers to the soil cut which are subject to deterioration and prone to failure 

especially during the monsoons and as a consequence of seismic activity. In this regard, risk based stabilized planning 
is developed to counter the deteriorating slopes.  

Risk based stabilization planning is used as a tool in decision making to minimize the chances of slope failure and 
its consequences. The proper follow up of stabilization programme not only covers slope deterioration but also reduces 
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the maintenance expenditure. Level of risk (whether in in acceptable limits or not) can be easily estimated and 
reduction measures can be adopted through this risk based methodology in case of intolerable risk levels. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Risk based stabilization planning [13] 

Landslide risk assessment and management encompasses the judgment of the level of risk [14]. Risk level has to be 
checked, whether if it is in an acceptable mode or not, and implement the correct controlling measures to minimize the 
risks. It needs the following issues to be discussed. 

t Probability of land sliding  
t Run out behaviour of landslide debris  
t Vulnerability to people and property by the landslide  
t Management strategies and decision-making. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Landslide Risk Assessment and Management [14] 

6. Risk Management Framework 
A general risk management framework proposed by Shong [15] is shown in Figure 3. It involves four basic steps of: 

t Planning 
t Execution 
t Review 
t Improvement 

In calculating the risks, equally important parameter of probability of slope failure has to be carried out first. 
Same is put forwarded by Shong [15] when discussing about the steps involved in determining slope stability 
assessment. In slope stability assessment, the major stages involved are given below: 

t Evaluation of silhouette/shape with the condition of the slope. 
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t Weighing the external effect and their impact. For example surcharge, accidental loads on slopes or 
embankments. 

t Determination of slope conditions for different time periods and selection of logical stability measures. 

Figure 3. Risk Management framework [15] 

A baseline approach for managing risks in developing countries is also proposed by Kjekstad [16]. The approach 
is divided into three pillars: 

t Assessment or prediction of hazards and risks 
t Mitigation measures for landsides 
t Contribution of cooperation and support by other developed countries. 

According to Nadim and Lacasse [17], the optimal risk mitigation strategy involves the following:  
t Identification of possible landslide triggering scenarios, and the associated hazard level 
t Analysis of possible consequences for the different scenarios 
t Assessment of possible measures to reduce and/or eliminate the potential consequences 
t Recommendation of specific remedial measure and if relevant reconstruction and rehabilitation plans 
t Transfer of knowledge and communication with authorities and society 

6. Probability of Slope Failure and Risk Management 
The discussion on probability of slope failures as temporal and spatial probability has been done before by Van 

Westen et al., 2006 [18]. Spatial probability is directly concerned with static environmental factors of slope strength; 
material properties and depth while temporal are referring to dynamic factors such as rainfall intensities and drainage.  

 Another study discussed about the probability of failure of site specific slopes by Dai et al., 2005 [14]. In actual 
probability of failure is referring to the probability of the safety factor having value less than 1. The performance 
function  ( ) is the main function of the slopes which differentiates between the safety and the failure. If  ( )     
failure will not take place and  ( )    shows that the safety level is alarming which means most probably it will 
fail. The performance function  ( )      is a limit state boundary. It separates the two states. Once the performance 
function is established by taking all input variables involved in the stability analysis, the probability of failure can be 
calculated using statistical tools. Mathematically performance function is defined as: 

 ( )   ( )          
or 

(1) 

 ( )   ( )   ( ) (2) 
Where safety factor is denoted by  ( ),  ( ) is the resistance and  ( ) is the load. 

Slope stability is one of the main controlling factors of landslide. Assessment of the existing slope in relation to 
risk is more meaningful in relation to the landslide issues. It is imperative to follow a risk management planning 
process which is a hierarchical procedure for the assessment of risk which indicates that the basic approach remains 
the same. In this connection, Canadian Standard Association [19] produced an extensive model about the assessment 
and the control of the risk which is given below. 
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Figure 4. Risk Management process [19] 

7. Consequence Estimation of Slope Failure 
It is one of the most significant components used to evaluate risk. Unlike the identification of hazard, it is 

performed quantitatively and provides information about the significance level of the probable effects. When 
consequence estimation is related to a particular accident, it is viable to decide from which aspect the safety and health 
of surrounding community can be affected. Consequence estimation can be performed by: 

t Expert opinions/judgements 
t Information about past incidences for comparison 
t Consequence modelling 

Wong et al., 1997 [20] proposed a consequence model which included slope features like slope angle and its 
height, landslide size and susceptibility to the affected amenities. The amenity is supposed to be at worst location and 
its degree of living is taken as below average. The anticipated consequences of failure (potential loss of life PLL) are 
measured according to real size/actual size of failure and the actual location of the facility.  

Mathematically potential loss of life (PLL) can be defined as: 
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The definition of vulnerability according to the glossary of risk-assessment terms of the International Society of 
Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering is the extent of losses to a specified element or combination of elements 
within the area hit by the landslide hazard. It is expressed on a scale of 0 (no loss) to 1 (total loss).  

Vulnerability may perhaps be the propensity to loss (or the probability of loss) and not the degree of loss [21]. 
According to Li et al., [21] model definition of vulnerability is: 

“Vulnerability (V) is defined as a function of the hazard intensity associated with exposed elements at risk and the 
resistance ability of the elements to withstand a threat”. 
 Mathematically it can be summarized as: 

   (   ) (4) 
Where:   
I = intensity of risk exposed elements 
R= ability of the elements to bear the threat 

Basically the intensity refers to the two components including dynamic intensity factor taking velocity into 
consideration and geometric intensity factor which is governed with size related features of landslides. In the context 
of different localities, intensity can be modified with debris depth factor and deformation factor. Considering the 
resistance factor, it is indirectly dependent on construction material, age and height.  

A study by Uzielli et al., 2008 [22] anticipated a univocal logical framework for quantitative evaluation of 
substantial vulnerability to landslides, which is expressed as a function of landslide intensity and susceptibility of 
vulnerable elements. Mathematically its definition is: 
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   (   ) (9) 
Vulnerabilities of persons, structures and persons in structures have also been estimated. Kaniya et al., 2008 [23] 

has shown the methodology for its estimation using first-order second-moment method. This method is mostly to be 
used for approximation of regional landslide risks because of the involvement of comprehensive indices such as 
impact spatial ratio, population density and per capita GDP.  

8. Discussion 
In slope stability analysis, risks and uncertainties related to properties of that particular soil has to be investigated 

in more rigorous manner. Uncertainties associated with the soil properties are basically the output of insufficient or 
inaccurate data, errors propagated by different testing techniques or different statistical operations. Due to composite 
nature of soils, the spatial variation in its properties are obvious and it is in actual the product of natural geological 
processes.  

Risk of landslides can be quantified through likelihood of slope failure and the losses occurred. When slope 
stability problems are measured, the prime factor is to conclude the safety level of that particular slope. An accurate 
determination of safety level should appropriately deal three geotechnical basics that work with slope stability, 
geometry, pore pressure and strengths [24].  

It is necessary to adhere to a proper risk assessment plan for managing the risks associated with landslides. It 
essentially comprises of evaluation of risk likelihood and its possible consequences which leads to the estimation of 
risk. In case, if the risk is found to be high compared to a limiting value, revision in the work is required to prevent the 
imminent failure. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Risk Assessment Plan [24] 

8. Conclusion 
It has been established that landslides are responsible for prodigious losses every year which includes both 

compensatory and non-compensatory. Through various investigations it is clear that the landslides are triggered by 
several factors however, their chances can be minimized by employing a risk management strategy to cope with the 
factors causing slope instability and to take appropriate remedial measures for their rectification. The benefit of 
adhering to a risk based strategy is that it identifies the vulnerability to slope as a result of various factors by locating 
the risk and evaluating its intensity which leads to the selection of proper mitigation technique and reduction in the 
chances of slope failure. To curtail the landslide events, this paper suggests the use of risk based strategies to figure 
out appropriate solutions for the prevention of landslides. 
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Abstract 

During the past decades, there has been an extensive attention in using Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) in the 
buildings and infrastructures construction. Due to that, defining comprehensive mechanical properties of UHPC required 
to design structural members is worthwhile. The main difference of UHPC with the conventional concrete is the very 
high strength of UHPC, resulting designing elements with less weight and smaller sizes.  However, there have been no 
globally accepted UHPC properties to be implemented in the designing process. Therefore, in the current study, the 
UHPC mechanical properties such as compressive and tensile strength, modulus of elasticity and development length for 
designing purposes are provided based on the reviewed literature. According to that, the best-recommended properties of 
UHPC that can be used in designing of UHPC members are summarized. Finally, different topics for future works and 
researches on UHPC’s mechanical properties are suggested. 

Keywords: Durability; Tensile Strength; Cracking; Fiber Reinforcement Polymer; Bond Properties. 

 

1. Introduction 

Concrete, along with steel, is the most widely used material in the construction of infrastructures. The reliable 
foundation provided by concrete makes it an appealing choice for traditionally non-concrete structures [1, 2], dams [3], 
pavement [4, 5] and bridges. However, the low tensile strength, flexural strength, and durability of concrete have been 
the main concern in designing of the elements. Therefore, the development of science and material in the recent 
decades has led to the production of Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC). UHPC is a new class of concrete that 
exhibits remarkable mechanical and durability properties, as compared to the conventional concrete which is available 
commercially since 2000 [6]. The main components of UHPC which make UHPC properties special are an optimized 
gradation, fiber reinforcements, and its water to cementation ratio less than 0.25 which is less than conventional 
concrete [6, 7].  The special properties of UHPC cause the extensive interest in using UHPC in precast, pre-stressed, 
and field cast bridge connections. Bridge decks [8], movable decks [9], roof panels [10], precast piles and foundation 
of bridges on loose soils [11] are the structural elements that UHPC have been utilized to construct them. 

Habel [12] demonstrated that UHPC has self-consolidation feature. This feature showed that UHPC could have a 
compressive strength over 150 MPa without applying any special curing during its casting. Moreover, the cost of 
UHPC mix design was investigated, and it was concluded that with the moderate cost it is possible to produce UHPC 
with enough workability [13]. Graybeal [14] investigated that the mixing procedure of conventional concrete can be 
implemented for UHPC mixing procedure. However, UHPC needed more input energy in its mixing procedure; 
therefore, ice should be used in the mixing of UHPC instead of water to produce no overheated mix. 

The high energy absorption capacity is another unique feature of UHPC in high-rate loading which can prevent the 
collapsing of infrastructures during the earthquake and cycling loading [15]. To improve the energy absorption 
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capacity of UHPC, the concrete durability [16], the compressive encasing region of the concrete member [17], the 
percentage of steel reinforcement in the member [18] and the percentage of fibers in the concrete should be increased 
[19].  

UHPC is a recently developed type of concrete which is desirable to be used in the construction of concrete 
members to improve design life, member strength and reduce the construction cost and weight. However, it needs 
more research to define its properties properly [20]. In this article the followings UHPC properties topics were 
discussed: UHPC constituent components, mechanical properties of UHPC such as compressive strength, compressive 
strain-stress behavior, tensile strain, modulus of elasticity, density, concrete cover, and bond properties of UHPC. 
Finally, some topics which need to be investigated were recommended. 

2. UHPC Constituent Components 
The UHPC was defined as concrete with a minimum 22 ksi compressive strength [21, 22]. The typical material 

composition of UHPC is represented in Table 1. In UHPC, fine aggregate instead of coarse aggregate combined with 
optimized granular mixture results homogenous, compact, and superior low porosity cementitious matrix, the same 
idea with epoxy grout [23]. These constituent components lead to improvement of mechanical performances, 
homogeneity, and ductility of UHPC in comparison with conventional concrete [24]. Implementation of fine 
aggregates in UHPC mix improves the homogeneity of concrete and results in different mechanical properties for 
UHPC [25]. UHPC’s superior low porosity protects steel reinforcing bars from corrosion [26]. Fine aggregate also 
reduces the mixing time. As a result, the use of well-graded aggregate increased the dense packing and noticeably 
improves the mechanical properties of the material. 

Table 1. Material Composition of Typical UHPC mix [21, 27] 

Material Amount (lb/yd3) Present by Weight 

Portland Cement 1,200 28.5 

Fine Sand 1,720 40.8 

Silica Fume 390 9.3 

Ground Quartz 355 8.4 

Super Plasticizer 51.8 1.2 

Accelerator 50.5 1.2 

Steel Fibers 263 6.2 

Water 184 4.4 

 
As shown in Table 1, steel fiber as the most important constituent component is the main content that makes the 

UHPC properties exceptional from conventional concrete [28]. Fibers improve the mechanical properties as well as 
ductility of the material. Fibers act similar to the reinforcing steel in conventional reinforced concrete, but on the micro 
level [29, 30]. Fibers are distributed all over the mix uniformly, therefore provides consistency of tensile strength to 
the material. Thus, fibers content significantly promotes the tensile and shear strength, and thereby potentially 
eliminate or greatly reduce the need for flexural and shear reinforcements. 

Moreover, fibers postpone the formation of micro-cracks, as well as controlling the crack widths and spacing [31]. 
These characteristics increase the stiffness of structural elements at service loads that eventually diminishes the service 
deflection. The high service stiffness is paramount to the design of structural elements for serviceability. The high 
service stiffness effectively helps engineers to design smaller sections with minimal service deflection, while still 
meets the deflection requirements of the building code in force. 

Also, fibers content lead to non-brittle ductile behavior at ultimate capacity [32]. Ductility is the result of fibers 
pulls out mechanism at high loads. The gradual and controlled cracks reduce the risk of sudden failure [24]. The non-
brittle ductile behavior of UHPC at ultimate loads provides a higher level of safety to the building users by showing 
large deflection before failure. Figure 1. summarizes how fibers content in UHPC enhance the mechanical properties 
and ductility, and how it affects the design. 

Overall, fibers content enhance the mechanical properties and ductility of UHPC as follows: 
t Increase the tensile strength and as result shear strength 
t Decrease the needed reinforcement ratio 
t Control cracks width 
t Provide non-brittle behavior 
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Figure 1. Fibers content in UHPC and its influence on the mechanical properties and characteristics of UHPC 

3. Compressive Strength 
The compressive strength of UHPC is one of the important features that are necessary for designing a member. As 

UHPC has different ingredients from typical concrete, it may show different behavior, especially due to the steel fibers 
content. Based on the research by Aaleti, Petersen [21], the 28-days compressive strength of UHPC (   ) depends on 
the curing type process. It was defied that for steam-cured and air-cured conditions, the compressive strength of 
concrete should be considered 24 ksi and 18 ksi, conservatively. It is even much stronger than epoxy grouts that are 
used in bridges cast-in field joints, and pourbacks of post-tensioned bridges [23]. 

Graybeal and Baby [33] recently developed an equation for UHPC which represents compressive strength gain at 
any age after casting cured under standard laboratory condition. By using Equation 1, it is possible to obtain concrete 
compressive strength by the age based on the concrete strength at 28 days. 

        [     ( (
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)] (1) 
 

Where: 

    :  is UHPC compressive strength at age t days 

   :  is UHPC compressive strength at 28 days  
       is time after casting in days. 

To investigate the bond properties of UHPC, Graybeal [34, 35] performed an experimental test and identified that 
the average compressive strength of UHPC with 1 and 7 days age were 13.9 and 19 ksi, respectively. When the 
compressive strength of UHPC with 28 days age substitutes in the Equation 1, it cannot result in proper compressive 
strength for one day age concrete. Due to that, it can be concluded that this equation result may not be exact in some 
conditions. Thus, predicting the strength of UHPC from 28-days age concrete needs more research.  
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4. Compressive Strain-Stress Behaviour 
For designing of members, knowing the compressive strain-stress behaviour of UHPC is essential. The strain at the 

peak of UHPC compressive strength is the key point in defining the concrete behaviour. It was assumed that the stress-
strain behaviour of UHPC is linear and the compressive stress at the strain of 0.0035 and 0.004 can be used for air and 
steam-cured condition, respectively [21]. Moreover, French [36], Australian [37], and Japanese [38] UHPC designing 
manual recommend stress-strain behaviour as a trilinear curve, which is shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Trilinear stress- strain behavior [36-38] 

5. Tensile Strength 
As previously stated, steel fibers in UHPC act as reinforcing steel in a micro level and cause an improvement in 

tensile and shear strength of the concrete compare with the typical concrete. Another important factor that affects the 
tension strength of UHPC is the curing type and condition. Aaleti, Petersen [21] recommended that cracking tensile 
strength of UHPC should be taken 1.3 ksi and 0.9 ksi for steam and air-cured condition as shown in Figure 3. Graybeal 
and Baby [33] also obtained Equation 2. to compute the tensile strength of UHPC using measured compressive 
strength.   

 

 
Figure 3. Tensile stress-strain behaviour [21] 

    √  
  (2) 

 
Where: 

  :  is tensile strength  

   : is compressive strength of 28 days age in psi unit 

 :   is a constant factor which is 6.7, 7.8 and 8.8 for the untreated, air-cured, and steam-cured specimen, respectively. 
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However, by comparing UHPC with conventional concrete, UHPC offers about a four-fold increase in tensile 
strength. In the designing of elements with conventional reinforced concrete, tensile strength is neglected due to its 
very low strength.  However, it is totally different in UHPC in which high tensile is greatly beneficial in the design 
process of structural elements, and results in the magnificent lower need for reinforcing steel bars. As previously 
stated, the high tensile capacity of UHPC originated from the fibers used in UHPC. Accordingly, the tensile strength 
of UHPC is high enough to be considered in the designing of elements. Another difference in tensile strength is that 
UHPC showed very similar post cracking and pre-cracking capacity, as opposed to the conventional concrete that 
cannot carry loads after cracking [39]. This tensile capacity means UHPC still can almost maintain its ultimate 
capacity even after cracking. This phenomenon, high post-cracking strength, also brings a higher level of safety to the 
elements made by UHPC.  

6. Modulus of Elasticity 
As discussed, UHPC displays a linear stress-strain behaviour. There are some methods suggested to find the 

relationship between compressive strength and modulus of Elasticity. The best equation that meets the experimental 
results is suggested by Graybeal [39]. It is based on the general form of AASHTO equation and value of     between 4 
and 28 ksi. Also, it was suggested that in the absence of exact concrete strength, the value of 7,500 ksi can be used as 
the UHPC modulus of elasticity. Moreover, other studies suggest the value of 7,600 ksi [40],  8,100 ksi [41], and 
7,300 ksi [42] as the UHPC modulus of elasticity. 

        √  
   (3) 

Where: 

 :   is modulus of elasticity in psi unit 
   : is compressive strength at 28 days age in psi 

7. Density 
In the absence of coarse aggregates, UHPC has a self-compacted feature. It is much compacted than typical 

concrete. It is recommended that unit weight of UHPC should be considered between 155 lb/ft3 and 160 lb/ft3 [21, 27]. 

8. Concrete Cover 
The concrete cover is important for durability and development of concrete bond strength. The Japanese Society of 

Civil Engineering [38] and Australian code for UHPC [37] require a minimum of 0.75 inches of concrete cover for 
uncoated concrete. The research performed by Aaleti, Petersen [21] suggested that the minimum concrete cover should 
be 1.5 times of the strand diameter for prestressing strands. They also suggested that reinforcement with strands 
should have a clear spacing of 3.25 times the reinforcement diameter or 1.5 inches, which one is greater.  

9. Summary of Mechanical Properties of UHPC 
Table 2. summarizes the mechanical properties of UHPC for designing purpose, based on the reviewed studies and 

comparison of different paper results. 

Table 2. Summary of UHPC mechanical properties 

Characteristic Property 

Compressive Strength 
It depends on the percentage of fiber reinforcements in UHPC. For the designing 

purpose, using 18 and 24 ksi as 28-days age UHPC were recommended for the steam-
cured and air-cured condition, respectively. 

Tensile Strength 
Its range is between 0.9 and 1.3 ksi. Using the following equation was conservative. 

       √    

Modulus of Elasticity              √  
         or  7,300 to 7,500 ksi for 28-days age UHPC 

Strain at peak compressive strength Its range is between 0.0035 and 0.004. Using 0.0032 was recommended. 

Density Its range was between 155 lb/ft3 and 160 lb/ft3. 

Poisson’s ratio 0.2 

 
As shown in Table 2, the UHPC has unique properties and high density in comparison with conventional concrete. 
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The high density of UHPC causes the small permeability of UHPC and leading the high durability of UHPC. 
Moreover, the maximum residual tensile strain of 0.13 in low permeability in tensile deformation test was observed 
[43].  

10. Bond Properties of UHPC 
As the ingredients of UHPC are different from conventional concrete, it shows different behavior and development 

length. The existence of fiber reinforcement in UHPC allows the material to have the tensile capacity beyond the 
cracking of cementations matrix, which can cause a reduction in development length of reinforcement bar. The 
amount of fiber reinforcement can be the important component that effects on the UHPC behavior and consequently 
represents different bond behaviour. The purpose of this section is an investigation on different factors that can 
influence the bond behaviour of UHPC and development length of rebars.  

The term that is important in investigating bond properties of UHPC is the average bond strength at bond failure. 
This term exhibits the load transfer between reinforcement bar and surrounding concrete, which it is  represented as 
equation bellow [21]. 

      
           

   
       

 
          

    
 (4) 

Where: 

  :        Embedment length 
      :  Average bond strength of at bond failure 
  :       Bar size 
      :  Reinforcement stress at failure  

Saleem, Mirmiran [44] investigated the development length of #10 and #22 reinforcing Grade 60 steel bars. They 
showed that #10 and #22 rebar require 12 and 18 times the rebar diameter development length. Another recent study 
represented that 20 to 40 times of rebar diameter is needed for development length of UHPC elements [45]. Also, it 
was concluded that casting orientation did not make an effect on the bond behavior of UHPC [34]. It was reported that 
increasing the embedment length improved the bond strength. Furthermore, bond strength and bond length relation are 
nearly linear.  

Side cover     is another factor that has effect on the development length. It is the factor that defines the failure 
mode of a member. The concrete failure may happen in concrete cover, if the side cover being less than half of the bar 
spacing (    . It was found that maximum bar stress at bond failure increased as side cover increases. When the side 
cover is large enough, the bar spacing controls the bond strength of UHPC [46]. 

Graybeal [34] reported that when bar spacing is less than half of the side cover (        ), the bond strength 
controls by bar spacing       . If the bar spacing being between side cover and lap splice length    times       , 
                   --   is angle between diagonal cracks and testing bar -- the bond strength controls by side 
cover. Finally, if (            , the bond strength controls by mechanical properties of UHPC. Thus, the 
compressive strength, material properties, and compressive strength effect on the bond strength of UHPC should be 
considered, because the UHPC properties cannot be effectively represented by the       and     [47].  

Based on the Graybeal results, the minimum development length is     with minimum side cover of    ; bar 
spacing between     and       ; and minimum compressive strength of 13.5 ksi. For lap splice    a minimum of 75 
percent of embedment length was suggested. In a situation, which the side cover is between     and    , the 
minimum embedment length should increase to     . Another recently conducted research also concluded that     
development length is enough for rebars with     side cover [48]. The results indicated that bars with larger diameter 
have less bond strength in comparison to smaller bar size; therefore, larger bar diameter needs larger embedment 
length.    

Saleem, Mirmiran [44] suggested that for #10 and #22 bars with compressive strength of 24 ksi in 28-days age, and 
a clear side cover of 0.51 inches, development length should be      and     , respectively. Moreover, they 
indicated that ACI 318-08 and AASHTO are overestimated the development length; while ACI 408R-03 provided a 
reasonable development length. Another research showed that about      to      transfer length is needed for UHPC 
sections [49]. 

11. Discussion  
Using UHPC in the construction of bridges and buildings has been in high interest. Due to its high strength and 

durability, UHPC is using wide-spread. However, regardless of needed special inspection in selecting the UHPC 
material, components, and curing process, it needs special techniques and attention for its designing. These critical 
inspections and attention are needed to be sure about the produced elements strength and durability which can cause 
different mechanical properties for produced UHPC. One of the UHPC constituent components which play an 
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essential role in the mechanical properties of UHPC is the fiber. The using fibers percentage in the UHPC can change 
the UHPC properties significantly. Fibers should be uniformly distributed in the mixing process. Therefore, the effect 
of different percentage of fibers in the UHPC on the required development length and bond properties of UHPC can be 
one of the interesting topics that need more research.   

Based on the review of published and experimental works on mechanical properties and bond behaviour of UHPC, 
UHPC provides two major exceptional mechanical characteristics: (1) High compressive strength, and; (2) High 
tensile strength, compared to the typical concrete [50]. In addition, UHPC’s high tensile strength and strain hardening 
properties improve serviceability performance through the increased stiffness, reduced deflection, and postponement 
of formation of localized macro-cracks [12]. As compared to conventional reinforced concrete, it is clear that there is 
no general information about the mechanical properties, bond behavior, and especially the required development 
length and bond properties of UHPC. Moreover, UHPC which has amended properties shows high early compression 
strength, durability, and ease of placement. Several technical papers were reviewed, and the typical UHPC properties 
that can be used in designing the members constructed by UHPC was recommended. It should be noted that UHPC 
with the different component may represent different properties. However, these topics need more research. For 
example, the effect of different rebar size on the bond behaviour and development length of UHPC. As UHPC has 
high strength capacity, using High Strength Steel (HSS) in UHPC is valuable to increase the strength capacity of the 
member [10, 51]. Thus, determining the required development length of HSS bar in the UHPC sections is worthwhile.    

The UHPC has a compressive strength of 22 ksi and greater, which is four to eight times of the conventional 
concrete, and high tensile strength of 0.9 to 1.3 ksi [35, 39], opposed to the 0.3 to 0.7 ksi of normal concrete. Both pre 
and post-cracking strength of UHPC are noticeably greater than the conventional concrete [39]. These significant 
improvements, especially tensile strength, considerably enhance the design of flexural elements made of UHPC. 
Unlike the approach utilized in the design of traditional reinforced concrete-- that neglects the tensile strength of 
conventional concrete -- the tensile strength of UHPC should be considered in the design process. High compressive 
strength significantly reduces the size of compressive elements (e.g. columns), while tensile strength greatly affects 
the size of flexural elements and members subjected to shear forces. Thus, UHPC’s high compressive and tensile 
strength result in superior structural elements in a small section size.  

12. Conclusion 
In this article, the mechanical properties of UHPC and its differences with the conventional concrete is reviewed, 

and the recent developments in the defining the properties of UHPC are reported. It is obvious that there are no 
globally acceptable properties for the UHPC to be used in the designing of the members with UHPC. In this case, 
according to the reviewed researches, the acceptable properties of UHPC by different researchers which can be used in 
the designing of the UHPC members are recommended. Moreover, some special topics which need more research are 
identified. 
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